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1 INTRODUCTION 
The search for a basic luiderstcindiag of the universe hcts been going on for most of recorded history. 
The first documented speculations about the nature of the cosmos are from the cincient Greek philoso­
phers eiround 4 B.C.. Democritus and Leucippus are perhaps the most well known because of their 
postulate that the universe is composed of hard, indivisible bodies, called atomos. that move through 
empty speice. Democritus proposed that atoms with various shapes and masses are responsible for all 
the macroscopic differences that we see around us, and that the cosmos was formed by a vortex of 
atoms. 
Today, our understanding of the world in which we live is quite different than in Democritus' day. 
With experiment and the scientific method we can test our hypotheses and quantify them. Today we 
believe that the fabric of the cosmos is the vticuum with quarks and gluons, leptons, photons, and 
bosons. Particle physics is the study of these most basic beginnings on which everything else is built. 
We have a good understanding today of much of the building blocks in the "standard model". Of 
the four forces: electricity cind magnetism, weak, strong, zind gravity, we can trace nearly back to the 
big bang how electricity and magnetism and the weak force diverged. The electroweak theory describes 
these interactions very well. There is also a good understanding of the strong force at high energies with 
QCD or Quantum Chromodynamics, and work is continuing on combining till four forces into what we 
believe should be one force at the time of the big bang. 
At the Tevatron. currently the world's highest energy particle accelerator, we can study the inter­
actions at this tiny scale to study the strong and weak forces. Protons and antiprotons are hadrons 
composed of quarks, antiquaries, and gluons, so by colliding them at high energies, we litercilly have 
quark and gluon collisions. From these collisions we study many subjects, including the top quark, 
b-quark states, the W mass, quark compositeness, and the inclusive jet cross-section, and compare to 
theory. 
QCD provides a systematic description of the strong force and has a predictive power at high 
energies, but at lower energies the same equations become uncalculable. About 40% of the cross-section 
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is produced difFractively (which involves low energy interactions where the p or p can stay intact), and 
it is poorly understood. 
We separate diffraction into two classes: soft diffraction and hard diffraction. In soft diffraction, 
which has been studied for many yeeirs, there are the subclasses of elastic scattering 
P + P-»-P + P 
and single diffraction 
p  +  p - ^ p  +  X  O T  p  +  p  - ¥ p  +  X .  
as shown in Figure 1.1. The elastic scattering fined state has both the proton cind 2intiproton which 
continue down the beamline and no particles between them (called a rapidity gap), and in single 
diffrjiction. either the proton or antiproton becomes excited and breaks apart, scattering particles 
throughout half of the detector opposite a rapidity gap. Observation of nearly constant total £ind 
elastic cross-sections led to the introduction of the pomeron' by Pomeranchuk. These soft collisions 
can be modeled rather well with Regge theory [1], which predates QCD. 
Hard diffraction is similcir to soft diffrsiction, except that jets are produced in the final state (see 
Figure 1.2) and was introduced by Ingelman and Schlein [2] in 1985 as a field of study to probe the 
nature of the pomeron. In the classic experimental high energy physics tradition, something that is 
known (the proton) is collided against something that is not known (the pomeron) at high energy to 
study the nature of the unknown (the pomeron). Hcird Single Diffrsiction (HSD) is a subset of single 
diffraction where the signature is the production of two energetic jets 
p  +  p — ^ ^ j  +  j  +  X .  
Hard double pomeron e.xchange is characterized by two central jets and the outgoing proton and an­
tiproton in the final state with a rapidity gap on both sides of the jets, 
p -I- p p -h p -)- J + i -t- A'. 
With these energetic collisions we can study in depth the nature of the diffrcictive interjictions as well 
as probe the method for producing it. Since the introduction of hcird diffraction, the field of study has 
increased dramatically. Today, in addition to diffractive jets, there is diffractive H^-boson, diffractive Z, 
diffractive J/0, and diffractive heavy quarks. The combination of these results gives new insight into 
the nature of the exchanged object. In this dissertation, I focus on the study of hard single diffractive 
jet production from pp collisions at two center of mass energies: 1800 and 630 GeV. 
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Elastic Scattering: Single Diffraction: 
Pomeron 
fRamdity Gap) 
Figure 1.1 The soft processes of elastic scattering and single diffraction. Elas­
tic scattering has only the proton and cintiproton in the final state 
with no particles between them (a rapidity gap), and single diffrac­
tion is characterized by particle production opposite a rapidity gap 
with either the proton or the antiproton in the final state. 
Hard Single DifEraction: Hard Double Pomeron: 
(Gap) . • (Gap) 
Figure 1.2 The hard processes of hard single diffraction and hard double 
pomeron exchange. The hard processes have jet production in the 
final state. 
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2 THEORY 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) has been a remarkably successful theory where it is czilculable. 
With the qu£irk-model, it describes the large number of once thought to be strongly interacting elemen­
tary particles, mesons (like jr-t-) cind baryons (like protons and neutrons) in terms of a simpler picture of 
quarks and gluons -carriers of "color" charge. In a very simple picture, there are three "color" chcirges: 
red, green, and blue. Mesons have a quark and cm antiquark and baryons have three quarks with gluons 
"pasting" the quarks together. All observable objects are colorless, so mesons (qq) have color-cmticolor 
(i.e. rr) and baryons have all three colors (i.e. rgb or rgb). There are six basic quarks, shown in 
table 2.1, along with the antiquaries in the six flavors: red, green, blue, red, green, and blue and eight 
gluons to mediate the interactions. Of course life is never that easy because these mesons and baryons 
exist above the vacuum, which instead of being empty, has quarks and gluons flitting in cmd out of 
existence obeying Heisenberg's uncertainty principle AEAt > A/2. In other words, qq pairs of energy 
E can come into existence for a time of order hjlE. These are the "sea" quarks that are attracted to 
the "valence" qucirks in the hadrons (mesons and baryons). For a systematic examination of particle 
physics, see Reference [3]. 
QCD is an SU(3) gauge field theory describing all of these interactions at high energies. What 
makes QCD calculable is the property of asymptotic freedom. That is, at high momentum transfer, 
the strength of the coupling between the particles decreases and approaches zero as the momenta goes 
to infinity (see Figure 2.1). This means that at high momenta, perturbation theory can be used to 
calculate the appropriate matrix element that describes the interaction. However, at low momentum 
trcinsfer the strength of the coupling or the strength of the strong force increases between the particles. 
Table 2.1 Quarks 
u s t 
d c b 
5 
The colored particles are tightly bound together. If we try to remove a quark from a qq pair, for 
instance, the energy grows with the distance that the quark is pulled until it becomes great enough 
that it is easier to create zinother qq pair to break the "string" that connected the original quark to 
its partner. This property is cedled confinement. In this low momentum transfer region QCD cannot 
calculate the interaction, so it is C2iiled the non-perturbative region or soft QCD. 
a,(Q) 
0.40 
0k30 
0^ 
OllO 
OiN) 
Figure 2.1 The strong fine structure constant, a, as a function of the momen­
tum transfer Q. At high momenta transfer the coupling between 
particles approaches zero allowing QCD to be calculable with per­
turbation theory, and at low momenta the strong fine structure 
constant becomes large and is non-perturbative [4]. 
Although what happens in the non-perturbative region of QCD is not directly calculable, it is still 
an important regime. At a high energy interaction point where a quark or gluon from a proton interacts 
with a quark or gluon from an antiproton the participants can be treated as free, but as they recede 
there is a treuisition to the soft regime. The standard way to treat hadronization is with color "strings", 
so that as the strings are stretched, qq pairs or mesons are formed. The final state of a high energy 
2 —> 2 interaction is two jets (or two clumps of particles where the quark or gluon hadronized) as well 
as "bejunjets" from the breakup 2Uid hadronization of the proton and antiproton. So every interciction. 
I I I 11 I ' 
o Gc-i-lattice g-tb. 
• W.Ydecays 
V F2 Oi-DIS) 
A RtCworid) 
+ I^->W+icts 
N. * pp-»bEX 
I I I 
K r(Z®->had.) 
O Z9ev. shapes (0(a )^ 
• Z .^ diqies (lesum.) 
• ItcO^ 
6*^ 6" (ev. sh^es) 
• e+c-Coiad) 
QCD A .^ 
350 McV 
250 MeV 
150 MeV 
100 MeV 
I  I  I  1 1 1 1 1 
10 QIGeV] 
LlJ— 
100 
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even those at high energies, includes soft physics that is not directly calculable from direct QCD. It 
is worth exploring the soft physics, whether to understand underlying event backgrounds that cire in 
every physics process or to model Monte Carlos correctly, which is a primary tool in experimental high 
energy physics. 
Soft diffraction 
In hadron-hadron collisions at the Tevatron, about 40% of the cross-section is soft difFractive physics 
-so called because as shown in Figure 2.2, the cross-section versus four-momentum transfer t, has the 
behavior typical of optical scattering through a circular hole. (Jo Bessel function that goes as e~" 
where 6 % 12 for elastic scattering and 6 « 7 for single dif&ciction. Figure 2.3 shows the total cross-
section versus center-of-mass energy. The phenomenology of Regge theory, which pre-dates QCD, 
successfully describes many features of the data. Simply, the total cross-section is fit to an expression 
fftotai _ YgO 08 ^ yj-0.45 ^ijere the second term is reggeon exchange (hadrons) which decreases with 
energy and the first term is pomeron exchange which increases with energy. .A.t high energies, the 
cross-section becomes dominated by pomeron exchange, so it is clearly the most important Regge pole 
particle. .\s the mediating particle for inelastic scattering, the pomeron must then have quantum 
numbers of the vacuum, with no baryon number or charge. An in-depth treatment of Regge theory is 
given in Reference [1]. To fit into a QCD picture of the strong force, the pomeron must be a composite 
particle (or pseudo-particle) of quarks and gluons. 
In this picture of diffraction, note that the exchanged particle must be a color-singlet; it must be 
colorless. Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of a single difFractive event. The final state is characterized by 
particle production from the proton that broke up as well as the diffracted proton cind a rapidity gap 
(no particles produced) on the side of the outgoing proton. If the exchanged object hzid color, then the 
outgoing proton is no longer colorless and there is a color-string between it and the exchanged object. 
The outgoing proton will hadronize and as the string breaks, peirticles will be produced throughout the 
whole region. So the exchanged object must be colorless for a difFractive event. 
Note that there are two experimental signatures for difFractive events. We can tag the difFracted 
proton or eintiproton, or we cem tag the rapidity gap produced in these events. For this thesis, we use 
the latter method because we do not yet have the detectors (called Roman Pots) to tag the difFracted 
proton. In the next run at the Tevatron, these will be instzilled at D0 which will increase the ability of 
doing difFractive physics. 
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Figure 2.2 Inelastic cross-section as a function of four-momentum t [5] 
Ingelman-Schlein model 
Ingelmcui and Schlein introduced the theory of hard diffraction as a means to probe into the na­
ture of the pomeron [2], the exchanged object in diffractive scattering. They blended both Regge 
phenomenology and QCD to write the cross-section for diffractive hard scattering as 
r * ^ ' .  ( 2 . 1 )  dxpcttdxidx2 dxidx2 
The first factor is called the '^ux" factor cind gives the probability of the 'emission' of a pomeron. This 
can be estimated using Regge theory and data as 
/p/p(xp,0 = ^^^^^- (2.2) 
O^p-fX 
The second factor is the cross-section for the hard pomeron-particle scattering, which convolutes the 
parton density in the pomeron, the standard QCD matrix element, and the parton density of the proton. 
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Figure 2.3 Total cross-section versus center-of-mass energy [6] 
So in simpler terms, the interaction is fjurtorized into two parts as shown in Figure 2.5. In a particular 
frame of reference we can say the the proton 'emits' the pomeron (which is described by the flux), and 
then there is a hard scattering between a parton in the proton and a parton in the pomeron, dictated 
by perturbative QCD. 
With this picture, there axe a number of kinematic variables that become important. The total pp 
center of mass energy is given by y/s. The standard four-momentum transfer t is defined as 
t = -(p/-p.)- (2.3) 
where p, is the incoming proton and p/ is the outgoing proton after it has diffractively scattered. The 
momentum fraction of the proton that is taken by the pomeron is given by 
^  =  1 - X p  =  I ( 2 . 4 )  
Diffraction dominates for ^ < 0.05 so that the maximum diffractive mass available is 
=~ 400GeV/c^for^ = 0.05. (2.5) 
Just like the interacting psirton from the proton will have a momentum fraction x, the interacting peirton 
from the pomeron will have a momentum fraction we will call 0. This fraction will be described by the 
structure function of the pomeron. 
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Figure 2.4 In this picture diffraction must be mediated through a color-singlet. 
a) A diagram of single diffraction where the p breaks, b) If the 
exchanged object had color instead, the outgoing proton would eilso 
have color and there would be a color string between the outgoing 
proton and the exchcinged object. Qusirk/antiquark pairs would be 
produced along the string and the proton would hadronize. 
Ingelman and Schlein proposed three possible structure functions to compare to data. They ignored 
any dependence on the four-momentum t and assumed that the Q- evolution would be smsill, so that the 
vciriable that it would depend on is 0. For a gluon structure, two extreme possibilites were considered: 
a hard gluon composed of two gluons sharing the momenta of the pomeron (< /? >= 1/2), 
(2.6) 
a soft effective gluon structure like the average gluon structure of the proton (< (3 >= 1/7), 
/?G(/J) =6(1-/?)=: (2.7) 
and a quark structure function. 
/3G(/3) = j/3(l-/3). (2.8) 
The momentum sum rule (/J x/(x) = I) is applied for the normalization, although it does not obviously 
apply to a virtual pomeron. A quark-dominated pomeron model developed by Donnachie and Landshoff 
is similar to the quark structure function above with a smaller normzdization since they do not apply 
the momentum sum rule [8]. 
By studying different fincil states, the quark and gluon content of the structure function can be 
measured. For example, jet production couples more strongly to the a gluon content of the pomeron, 
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Figure 2.5 Factorization assumes that pomeron exchange can be treated as 
two separate interactions, a) The pomeron is "emitted" from the 
proton (antiproton). b) A parton from the pomeron undergoes a 
hcird scatter with a parton in the antiproton (proton). In this case 
a heavy quark pair is produced difFractively. 
and diffractive W production measures mostly the qucirk content of the pomeron because the gluon 
content (fg qq) is suppressed by an order a,. 
The Ingelman and Schlein model is by far the most widely used, and until recently, the only one 
capable of describing the data at both DESY (an ep collider) as well as the Tevatron. There are several 
Monte Carlos based on the Ingelman and Schlein model that refine the pomeron structure function tmd 
can include Q- evolution and ^ dependence. In the last couple of ye«irs the soft color interaction model 
has been developed which is quite different and needs further study. 
Soft Color Interaction model 
The soft color interaction model was developed [9, 10, 11, 12] to explain rapidity gaps and diffrciction 
with no explicit pomeron dynamics. It is based on the hypothesis that adding soft color interactions 
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can change the hadronization of a typical event such that rapidity gaps can occur in the final state. 
These soft color interactions (SCI) are non-perturbative in nature and exist between partons to form 
closed loops, as pictured in Figure 2.6. SCI chemges the color of the partons involved, so it changes the 
color topology of the event. 
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Figure 2.6 Soft Color Interaction model creates rapidity gaps through 
non-perturbative color cancellation. It has no explicit pomeron 
dynamics [14]. 
The SCI also gives an exponential t-dependence as in the Ingelman and Schlein model. The t-
dependence of the model is related to the primordial kj_ or trsmsverse momentum of the pcirtons in 
the proton. The pr from the interacting parton is balanced by the recoil pr of the proton. It also 
demonstrates many of the same event characteristics that is shown in the Ingelman-Schlein model. The 
events are quieter because it preferentially selects events which in addition to a grazing collision, do 
not have a spectator interaction (double parton-parton scattering). Without this extra interaction, the 
events have less 'underlying event' and cire overall quieter. 
Speculation 
The Ingelmcm-Schlein and SCI model are the two basic types of models, eilthough there are others 
and the field is continually evolving. In the Ingelman-Schlein model, the pomeron is treated as a pseudo-
particle and the event is treated as completely factorizable. In fcict, it has been shown [13] that this is 
a correct treatment at HERA but is incorrect at the Tevatron. In pp collisions with the extra colored 
object, it becomes easier for there to be a soft gluon emission between the proton and cmtiproton. 
However, it might still be a good approximation at the Tevatron. The scale where f:u:torization breaks 
is not known. In SCI and other similar and emerging models there is no pomeron dynamics -only soft 
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non-perturbative interactions that allow for color cancellation so that the proton or antiproton stays 
whole and a rapidity gap is produced. 
One other speculation is that the pomeron could be a 9th gluon. With a 9th gluon, that would 
make the standard model SU(3)+ which in itself might not describe the data. However, if the 9th 
gluon were a color-singlet, it still could not be the pomeron. If the 9th gluon exists, it would be a 
pure color-singlet, meaning that it has no color charge and cannot couple to color at all. In QCD it 
would act like a photon, except that it wouldn't couple to anything. This would mean that if it did 
exist, we would have no way of detecting it. The reason why the pomeron. a color-singlet, can couple 
to quarks cind gluons is because it is a composite. It is the quarks cind gluons in the pomeron that do 
the interacting [17]. 
In the models described above, there Eire several different methods to produce dif&eiction. where the 
proton or antiproton stays whole and a rapidity gap is produced. For the purposes of this thesis, we 
will define the pomeron discussed in data as the '^hing" or mechanism that produces diffractive events 
and rapidity gaps. Then we will compare it to the Ingelmsm-Schlein model which is currently available. 
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3 THE D0 DETECTOR 
The study of QCD is synonymous with the study of jet physics. The accelerator acts like a huge 
microscope to probe the quarks zmd gluons. The Tevatron, currently the worlds highest energy ac­
celerator. coupled with D0 a high p» multipurpose detector, provides a perfect environment for these 
studies. 
The 5500-ton, 40-foot-high D0 detector is a multipurpose detector designed to explore many types 
of high pt phenomena at the Fermilab Tevatron. These include precision tests and measurements of 
the electrowejik W and Z bosons, observation of the top quark, production of b-qucirk hadrons, tests of 
perturbative QCD, cind searches for phenomena beyond the stzmdard model. To study these subjects, 
D0 was designed to provide excellent identification of electrons and muons cuid good measurements of 
missing transverse energy and parton jets. 
The D0 detector is composed of three meun systems: the central detector, the Ccdorimeter, and the 
muon spectrometer (see Figure 3.1). The central detector system is the innermost part of the detector 
and provides vertex finding and tracking. Wrapping closest to the beampipe is the vertex drift chamber, 
followed by the transition radiation detector, and the central drift chamber. Two forward drift chambers 
sit perpendicular to the beampipe at the ends. The liquid- argon/uranium calorimeter is the primary 
detector of many analyses as it is responsible for energy measurement and particle identification. It 
consists of three sections, the central calorimeter which surrounds the central drift chamber in the region 
It;! < 1.0, and two endcap calorimeters for detection of particles and jets in the forwtird region up to 
|»7| <4.1. The muon spectrometer identifies muons jmd measures their momentum, and it surrounds 
the large Ccilorimeter in a box. In addition to these mzun systems there are detectors to bridge the 
gap between the centred calorimeter and the endcap calorimeters. These include the massless gaps and 
intercryostat detectors in the rapidity region 0.8 < |»/| < 1.4, smd the LO detector which is a scintillating 
detector surrounding the beampipe. Full descriptions of each part of the D0 detector can be found in 
Ref [18]. The following sections will concentrate on the parts of the detector used in this anadysis. 
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Figure 3.1 The DO Detector has three main systems; from the inside out there 
is the central detector which includes tracking and vertexing, the 
calorimeter, and the mucn system. 
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Detector coordinates 
There are different coordinate systems that could be used with the D0 detector. The cylindriccil 
symmetry of the detector suggests polcir coordinates (r, <^, r), but when the interjiction is at rest, the 
event is spherical {r,6,0). When the interaction is not at rest, so that one parton had more energy 
than the other parton in the interaction, the event is boosted in the lab frame. In this case, coordinates 
that Eire a Lorentz invariant would make simpler transformations under boosts. The coordinates used 
with the D0 detector that fit all of these criteria are a combination of the above {z,TJ,d). The z-axis 
is defined along the beam pipe with +z as the direction that the proton is traveling. It is primarily 
used in an event to define where the vertex of the event is, or where the interaction happened along the 
length of the detector. The other axes define the location of what is of interest in the event like a jet or 
a pcirticle. The standard cizimuthal angle is 4>, which is zJways perpendicular to z. The pseudorapidity. 
T], is used instead of the polar angle. 0, because when the energy of a particle is much greater than its 
mass, it's approximately equal to rapidity, y, a Lorentz invariant. The pseudorapidity is related to 9 
by 7 = —ln(tan(6/2)). So i; = 0 when 0 = jr/2, and T] goes to infinity at the beampipe as 0 0. We 
also define a difference between detector pseudorapidity, and physics pseudorapidity, qp, where the 
latter shifts relative to the vertex of the event. 
In pp physics much of the longitudincil momentum of the collision is lost down the beam pipe, 
so only transverse energy and momentum are conserved. The transverse energy can be defined as 
Et~ = E- — p.- = pt" — m- or £" = Ercosh^y), so that as the energy of a particle is much greater than 
its mziss, where pseudorapidity is equivalent to rapidity, the Et is also equivalent to pt. The transverse 
momentum is defined in terms of the 3-momentum as pt = psin(9). Also in the limit m —0, the 
invariant mass of two massless particles cim be calculated as M12' = 2ETiET2{<^osh{6Tj) — cos(<y^)). 
Calorimeter 
The D0 calorimeter was designed to have excellent discrimination and energy measurement of high 
Pr objects (electrons, photons, cind jets). Since there is no magnetic field in the central detector, the 
calorimeter must produce the full kinematics and energy measurements of the event in addition to the 
jet profiles and particle detection. It has full pseudorapidity coverage out to a detector jj/j < 4.1 and 
partial coverage (with reducing depth) out to jj;] = 5.2 The calorimeter is divided into three segments 
(Figure 3.2). The central calorimeter (CC) covers |»7( < 1.0, and the two identical end cap calorimeters 
(EC) cover 1.5 < [tjI < 5.2. 
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Figure 3.2 The D0 Calorimeter is divided into three parts: the central 
calorimeter (CC) eind the two identical end cap calorimeters (EC). 
It has full coverage for \TI\ < 4.1. 
The D0 ceilorimeter is a sampling calorimeter where the psirticles deposit a fraction of their energy 
in the liquid argon and that fraction is converted into a total energy measurement (See Figure 3.3). It 
uses primarily uranium, but also stainless steel or copper as the absorbing material cind liquid argon 
as the ionizing sampling medium. As a high energy particle traverses the dense absorber, the particle 
intereicts through electromagnetic and nuclear processes to produce a shower of particles. When the 
particles pass through the sampling layer, they ionize the argon, producing a charge that the electronics 
can detect emd read out. Grouping many layers of absorber, sampling medium, emd rceid- out boards 
improves the energy resolution. 
Both the CC and EC have three distinct layers: the electromagnetic, EM, the Fine Hadronic (FH), 
and the Coarse Hadronic (CH) calorimeters. The EM section was designed to measure the energy 
of electromagnetic particles and absorb most of the energy from electromagnetic showers. It consists 
of thin uranium plates and is segmented into four longitudinal sections. In the CC it is read out 
at radiation lengths of 2.0, 2.0, 6.8, and 9.8 and in the EC at 0.3, 2.6, 7.9, and 9.3. The transverse 
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segmentation is6r]xS<l> = 0.1 x 0.1, except for the third longitudinal layer in the CC which is segmented 
with St} n = 0.05 X 0.05. This provides increased position resolution since average electromagnetic 
showers deposit most of their energy in this layer. In the CC the EM section has full coverage out to 
l/yl = 1.2 zuid in the EC the EM section has fiill coverage from 1.5 < |i;| < 4.1. 
The fine hsulronic section was designed to measure the energy of hadronic particles, [t has thicker 
uranium plates and three longitudinal segments in the CC and four longitudinal segments in the EC. 
These layers give a total of about five interaction lengths. The coarse hadronic consists of at least one 
layer of very thick stainless steel or copper. It provides about four interaction lengths. The CH was 
designed for energy containment of the showers. The combination of the two hadronic calorimeters 
provides nearly full coverage in rja-
Figure 3.4 shows the segmentation of the calorimeter in towers of and ieta, the data variable. 
The left side shows full coverage in all segments in the central calorimeter as well as the small gap 
in coverage from the CC to the EC. The segmentation is ST} x 64> = 0.1 x 0.1 in all detectors out to 
ieta = 32 or Tjd = 3.2. At Icirge r) the physical size of the slices in the detector becomes very small (see 
Figure 3.5) so it is necessary to group together towers oirj — 4>. This happens from ieta 33 to 37 and 
conversions from ieta to T}J are shown in Table 3.1. 
Bid 
Figure 3.3 A sample calorimeter cell showing uranium as the absorbing 
medium and liquid argon as the ionizing medium. As a particle 
traverses the absorber, the pzirticle showers and ionizes the eirgon 
which produces a charge. 
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Figure 3.4 The segmentation of the calorimeter cell in detector eta and ieta. 
The segmentation is Sri x 5<i> = 0.1 x 0.1 in EM and HAD out to 
ieta = 32 or rjd = 3.2. Due to the physical size, larger values of ieta 
are ganged together and correspond to even larger j]d 
Intercryostat detectors 
In the region between the CC and EC calorimeters, roughly from 0.8 < Irjj < 1.4, the EM and FHD 
calorimeters are only partially instrumented. Two different kinds of detectors were installed in this 
area to lessen the dead space and to correct for the energy deposited in the uninstrumented region. 
Scintillation counter arrays called Intercryostat Detectors (ICD) were mounted on the front surface of 
the end calorimeters. Each ICD has 384 scintillator tiles with t) x © = 0.1 x 0.1 to match the calorimeter 
coverage. The other detector is the Massless Gaps, which eire signed boards with no absorber. They are 
surrounded by liquid argon and measure charge in the same way as the calorimeter. They zire mounted 
inside the cryostats on the outer surfaces of the hadronic calorimeters. 
LO detector 
The primary purpose of the LO detector is triggering on inelastic collisions. It consists of two 
hodoscopes of scintillation tiles that are mounted on each Ccilorimeter endcap and surround the beam 
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Figure 3.5 A side view of the calorimeter, showing the segmentation and slices 
in pseudorapidity space. 
pipe at forward pseudorapidities. A coincidence in both detectors is a good trigger for an inelastic 
collision. In addition, it can also be used as an eidditionai method to determine the position of the 
z-vertex from the timing difference between the north eind south detectors. The detectors, pictured in 
Figure 3.6. each have two different types of scintillator tiles. 
There are 20 "short" scintillator tiles which are closest to the bejun pipe and measure 7 x 7cm- each. 
The "long^ hodoscopes are at a slightly lower pseudorapidity and have 8 scintillator tiles that measure 
7 X 65cm- each. Each array partially covers a region in pseudorapidity of 1.9 < |»7l < 4.3. with nezurly 
total coverage from 2.2 < [tjI < 3.9. In this analysis, where we are interested in forward rapidity gaps 
or lack of particle production, we use the LO detector "short," tiles. We can also use the LO detector 
to trigger on events where the "short" hodoscopes do not fire. Figure 3.6 shows a single diffractive 
candidate event. It has two jets and hits on one side of the detector cind a rapidity gap on the left 
side of the detector. By triggering on events with no hits in the LO detector silong with concurrent jet 
production in the calorimeter, we can acquire a large sample of hard single diffractive events to study 
the event characteristics. 
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Table 3.1 Units of ieta to pseudorapidity 
Ieta pseudorapidity 
33 3.20-3.42 
34 3.42-3.70 
35 3.70-4.10 
36 4.10-4.45 
37 4.45 up to 5.2 
ScinL Hies 
SD 
Cattdidate: 
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Figure 3.6 The LO detector consists of scintillator tiles (shaded region) sur­
rounding the beampipe. 
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Rapidity gap tagging 
The method of analysis is to examine particle multiplicity distributions in the forward detectors (LO 
and calorimeter sections) to search for a class of events with very low multiplicities on one side. This 
forward rapidity gap along with two jets is the signature for hard single diffraction. 
In an analogous way to previous rapidity gap analyses [24, 25, 26], we actually measure forward 
calorimeter tower multiplicities in the forward detector 17 ranges above an imposed energy threshold. 
This differs from the previous central gap ansilyses which used only the electromagnetic calorimeter and 
applied a 200 MeV ET cut to central towers in making multiplicity distributions. Since this is effectively 
a very hard cut on particle energy in forward regions, we instead set the threshold with energy for each 
calorimeter tower. For each event the CAEQ bimk is used to construct a GATE bank containing 
nonsuppressed tower energy information used throughout this smalysis. In the forward detector where 
we look for a rapidity gap, we use the forward EM Ccilorimeter which ranges from (-4.1.-2) and/or 
(2,4.1), the forward hcidronic ctilorimeter from (±3.2, ±5.2), as well as the LO short scintillator tiles to 
measure multiplicities. 
We use three rapidity gap definitions to search for diffractive signals in the hard single difFractive 
and hard double pomeron exchange analyses. In all studies, the same thresholds are used; the EM 
threshold is 150 MeV. the FHD is 500 MeV, and the IH15 is 50 MeV in energy, but different rj ranges 
cire used to probe the nature of the pomeron in different states. 
• 2.0 < *7 < 4.1 or —4.1 < rf < —2.0 (Near Gap) 
• 2.0 < ij < 5.2 or —5.2 < 1 < —2.0 (Long Gap) 
• 3.0 < J ] <  5.2 or —5.2 < r } <  —3.0 (Far Gap) 
For the near gap we use only the EM, eind for the long gap and far gap all three detectors are used. 
EM covers 2.0 < |»7| <4.1 and the FHD and IH15 cover 2.0 < |»7| < 5.2. The calorimeter multiplicities 
cure combined in each region to define TICAL . the total number of calorimeter towers hit above threshold. 
Of the three rapidity gap definitions, the far gap in most studies is the preferred rapidity gap region. 
It is farthest away from the hard scattering region and closest to the beampipe. 
Threshold 
When we plot the multiplicity in a region by counting the number of calorimeter towers greater 
than threshold, choosing the "threshold" becomes an important factor. If the threshold is too high, 
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then we sire not efficient at finding particles. As a result the overall multiplicity in the non-difTractive 
region will be low and will merge into any dif&active signal at zero multiplicity. (At the extreme, if 
the threshold is far too high then we are not efficient at finding anything and we get a spike at zero 
multiplicity!) A low overall multiplicity mzikes it difficult to use to differentiate between diffraction and 
the non-diffractive background and creates a larger than necessary fitting error in the measurement of 
the single diffractive signal. Alternatively, if the threshold is too low then detector noise is counted in 
the multiplicity. Instead of a signal-spike at zero, there is a peak over a few units. This again makes 
extracting the signal difficult. Ideedly, we would like a threshold just above the noise where we will have 
good sensitivity to particles and ruin a minimum number of rapidity gaps due to noise. 
The data set that we use for this study is a zero-bias run. number 76317. It is a special low 
luminosity run where data were taken during random beam crossings, so we can select "events" where 
no interaction took place to give a good idea of the detector noise during running. The cuts to define 
a no-interaction event s^e no hits in the forward or centred traicking (nfdc + ncdc = 0) and no hits in 
the level 0 detector (nhits^cn + nhits^cs + nhitsJen + nhitsJcs time.n -I- time^ = 0). There are 
28710 events with these cuts. We also define a loose interaction-cut where both north and south level-0 
counters fired in time {lO.fastf = true) to compare our no-interaction sample with, and there are 8694 
events in this sample. 
We separate the calorimeter into three different detectors with different thresholds; the electro­
magnetic Ccilorimeter (EM), the forward hadronic calorimeter (FHD), and the last layer of the forward 
hadronic calorimeter (IH15). The coverage of the EM is from ieta of 21 to 35, corresponding to a pseu-
dorapidity of 2.0 to 4.1, and that of the FHD is from ieta 33 to 37, corresponding to a pseudorapidity 
of 3.2 up to 5.2 in the very last layer. The IH15, this last layer of the FHD, is treated as a separate 
detector because it is made out of stciinless steel instead of uranium. This makes it extremely quiet 
compared to the FHD so we can achieve greater sensitivity by reducing the threshold with negligible 
double counting. 
Qucilitatively. the noise decreases from ieta 21 to 32 (2.0 < 7 < 3.2) because the physical size of 
the calorimeter cells decreases while the towers span a constant physics rj range of 0.1 unit. From ieta 
33 to 37 (3.2 < Tf < 5.2) the noise begins to increase because more units of pseudorapidity cire gcmged 
together into a slice of ieta, as shown in Table 3.1. 
The no-interaction sample, sifter hot cells are removed, contains only noise. (Hot cells eire towers 
during the run that continually misfire with some energy.) Figure 3.7 we plot for each detector the 
fraction of events out of the total sample that have one or more towers greater than a particular 
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threshold. (We do this separately for the north side of the detector cind the south side of the detector 
smd combine them for these figures since they are very similar.) This is the fraction of events that would 
no longer have zero multiplicity due to noise effects. At a very low threshold all of the detectors have 
noise in every event, but as the threshold increases, the fraction of events with noise falls quickly to a 
fairly stable value. We would like to have the lowest threshold possible where we are not on the rapidly 
falling curve and where the number of rapidity gaps events spoiled due to noise is about a percent. 
These conditions sire satisfied at a threshold of 150 MeV for the EM, 500 MeV for the FHD, and 50 MeV 
for IH15, with 2.0%, 2.0%, and 0.2% noise at each at those thresholds, respectively. We do not correct 
the data for this low noise rate because in extracting the signal we integrate over the first couple of 
multiplicity bins above a fit. If we were only to take those events in the zero bin as single diffractive 
events, then we would have to make the correction for noise. 
As a cross-check for these thresholds we would like to verify that we are still efficient at tagging parti­
cles when there is ein interaction. Figure 3.8 shows the same plots as before but with the intereiction-cut 
selected instead. This means that when there is a non-diffractive interaction it gives the frciction of the 
time that we have at least one tower greater than threshold. For the EM, we are about 99.8% efficient 
and for the FHD we are approximately 98.7% efficient. For the IH15, unfortunately, this cross-check is 
not very effective because few particles will reach to the last layer of the FHD in an event. That means 
that the number on the graph, about 57% is a product of acceptance (or how frequently particles reach 
the IH15) as well as the efficiency. 
Noise Studies 
We can use the zero-bias data to measure how often the different rapidity gap regions are spoiled 
due to noise. Shown in Figure 3.9 is a 2-dimeasial plot of the number of towers greater than threshold 
in all calorimeters (NCAL) cind the number of scintillator tiles hit. The majority of the events are in 
the (0,0) bin, showing that very few gaps are ruined from noise, and those only in the calorimeter, not 
the LO detector. Running over noise events for the nezir gap, long gap, eind far gap. about 1.3%, 3.8%, 
and 3.7% of events smecir out of the (0,0) bin, and most of these only into the 0—1 bin. In data we 
fit over a Icirge number of bins to extract the signal. Since noise is spread throughout diffractive as 
well as non-diffractive samples, no correction should be needed from noise ruining rapidity gaps. We 
cross-check this in the data measurement later. 
A powerful crosscheck of the efficacy of the gap tagging method may be accomplished by going to 
very low threshold for counting towers for the multiplicity distributions. Figure 3-10 shows the forward 
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Figure 3.7 Fraction of events with one or more tower greater than threshold 
due to noise versus threshold. The threshold to be above most of 
the noise for EM is 150 MeV, for FHD is 500 MeV. and for IH15 is 
50 MeV. 
multiplicity distribution using only the EM calorimeter with a threshold of 200 MeV. In Figure 3.11 
we show the same distribution with the threshold lowered to 60MeV. The mean multiplicity at 60 MeV 
is higher as expected because it is sensitive to more particles as well as noise. Two peciks are evident 
in both samples, where the low peak again represents the rapidity gap events, now spread out by 
calorimeter aoise. Figure 3.12 shows a noise distribution for the same calorimeter region overlayed with 
the forward trigger sample multiplicities. The noise was obtained from a zero bias run at low luminosity 
with cuts to remove events with a pp interaction from the sample (no LO hits, no central treicks, no fdc 
tracks). The rapidity gap peak in the distribution is observed to be in good agreement with the noise 
distribution. A check with the INCLUSIVE trigger sample shows the measured signal to be consistent 
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Figure 3.8 Fractioa of events with one or more tower greater than threshold 
versus threshold if there is an interaction. This can provide a mea­
sure of efficiency for tagging particles in the EM and FHD case. 
between the 200 MeV threshold and 60 MeV threshold multiplicity distributions (about .25% for the 
200 MeV threshold and about .20% for the 60 MeV threshold). 
This means that in events with two jets in them and a rapidity gap, the rapidity gap has nothing 
in it. It is consistent with only having noise in that section of the calorimeter. Measuring above a fit 
even when the distribution is smeared from noise produces a consistent gap fraction. 
PYTHIA studies shown in the Monte Carlo section clearly predict a smoothly falling particle mul­
tiplicity distribution approaching zero multiplicity for events with jets passing our ET requirements 
for non-diffrzurtive physics processes. A similar study using POMPYT (a modified version of PYTHIA 
which calculates hard scattering of a proton with various Pomeron models) predicts forward particle 
multiplicity distributions which are strongly peaked at zero. 
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Figure 3.9 The multiplicity of LO and Ccilorimeter towers above threshold over 
a data-set containing only noise. In all three rapidity gap defini­
tions. very few rapidity gaps are ruined due to noise. 
The data show features of both Monte Carlo distributions and is assumed to be composed of two 
independent samples: a semiple of non-diffractive jet events produced via color exchange processes eind 
a hard single difFractive sample produced via a colorless exchange. 
We fit simultaneous functions to the difFractive and non-difFractive data to extract the fraction of 
difFractive jet events. We measure the fraction of difFractive events as the number in the signal fit 
divided by the total number of events. 
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4 MONTE CARLO 
POMPYT [30] is a Monte Carlo created by Bruni and Ingelman to model hard single difFractive 
scattering at the particle level. It is based on PYTHIA [31] and it produces pomeron-proton collisions 
at different center-of-mass energies and different pomeron fluxes. It also includes structure functions 
for the pomeron models proposed by Ingelman and Schlein of two "'hard" gluons or two quarks sheiring 
the pomeron's momentum. xG{x) ~ x(l — x), a flat gluon function (proportional to one) and a con­
glomerate of "soft" gluons like the average gluon distribution in the proton with xG{x) = 6x(l — x)®. 
POMPYT26 is the latest version of POMPYT which can allow for more sophisticated pomeron struc­
tures including Q- evolution and the possibility to input structures derived at Hera. In this paper, we 
will use POMPYT to study the efficiency of the rapidity gap method to tag difFractive events, the dis­
tribution of the momentum given to the pomeron by the proton (^), the predicted rates for diffraction 
(POMPYT/PYTHIA), as well as the model dependence of these and other qucuitities. We C2in also 
examine some general properties of the Ingelman-Schlein model and motivate our method of analysis. 
Method 
There are two classes of hcird single diffractive events that we examine: those with forward jets and 
those with central jets. The forward jet data trigger requires at least two jets above ET = 12 GeV in 
the region rj > 1.6 or rj < —1.6. Because the pomeron typically carries less than 5% of the incident 
proton momentum, the jet system is expected to be slightly boosted in the lab frame and a rapidity 
gap is expected on the side opposite the jets. POMPYT models a proton-pomeron collision with the 
pomeron as the beam particle coming from the north, so the system will always be boosted in the same 
direction. To correspond with the data, the cuts on Monte Carlo forward jets iire at leeist two jets above 
Et = I2GeV in the region rj < —1.6. Figure 4.1 shows the rj distribution at ISOOGeV for different 
POMPYT structure functions. The structure functions for the soft gluons cire xG{x) ~ r(l — jr)®, 
while those for the hard gluons and quarks are xG{x) ~ i(I — x), so the soft gluons on average have 
a much lower x or much less momentum than the heurd gluons, resulting in an even larger boost. (The 
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r j  distribution does not distinguish between the hard gluons cuid quarks because they have similar 
structure functions in POMPYT.) Figure 4.2 shows the 17 distribution for the two leading jets again for 
the center-of-mass energy 630 GeV. This looks very similar to the 1800 GeV center-of-mass energy as 
might be expected because the pomeron is provided with the same percentage of the proton's energy, 
but the peaks are narrower because a given ET requires a larger parton x at 630 GeV which is suppressed 
in the proton parton density function (pdf). 
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Figure 4.1 The r j  distribution at x/s = 1800GeV for soft gluons (solid line), 
heU'd gluons (dashed line), and quarks (dotted line) structures. 
For the forward jet samples the multiplicity is plotted on the side opposite the jets. The central 
jet data set comes from Jin inclusive trigger with no r) cuts. We require off-line two jets above 15 GeV 
(12 GeV at 630) in the central region ii)| < 1.1. Since there is no preferred side for a rapidity gap like 
in the forward jet sample, we plot the multiplicity on the minimum side to search for rapidity gaps. 
The particle multiplicity for POMPYT and PYTHIA forward jets (far gap) are shown in Figure 4.3 
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Figure 4.2 The 7 distribution at y/s = 630GeV for soft gluous (solid line), 
hcird gluons (dashed line), and quarks (dotted line) structures. 
for particles with an energy greater than 700 MeV. (This threshold simulates the calorimeter threshold.) 
The difFractive signal from POMPYT is strongly peaked at zero with a small tail extending to higher 
multiplicities. PYTHIA shows a larger mean-multiplicity peak that tapers off to zero on both sides of the 
distribution. The diffractive distribution is cleeirly distinguishable from the non-diffractive distribution, 
so multiplicity is a good variable to tag rapidity gaps and diffretction. 
Initial POMPYT results were focused at the piirticle level, so instead of counting EM towers or FHD 
towers, we were cictually counting particles. However POMPYT has been incorporated into the D0 
zebra structure so now events can be run through detector simulation, and we have a basis for comparison 
to reeil data. Figure 4.4 shows the analogous multiplicity distributions for the POMPYT and PYTHIA 
after full detector simulation. It is a two-dimensional plot with the number of calorimeter towers above 
threshold (the same used in data) cind the number of LO tiles hit. The POMPYT multiplicity is even 
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Figure 4.3 The multiplicity of particles with an energy greater than 700 MeV 
for the far gap with both POMPYT and PYTHIA. The POMPYT 
multiplicity distribution is peaked at zero, while the PYTHIA mul­
tiplicity is peaked farther out and tapers off to zero at zero multi­
plicity. 
more strongly peaked at (0,0) because we are not detecting every peirticle, and PYTHIA again tapers 
off to zero near the (0,0) multiplicity bin. The multiplicity distributions for the other gap regions and 
for central jets are similar in charEicter. 
The relationship of particle multiplicity to calorimeter tower multiplicity is complex. One high 
energy particle will generally hit several different towers with a wide shower, increasing the multiplicity. 
Then some of the soft energy particles might be below threshold and not included in the measurement. 
In addition, in the far gap and long gap regions there is a small overlap between with the EM cuid 
FHD detectors, which results in higher multiplicity. On average the multiplicities after full detector 
simulation 2ire higher, and they more closely reflect the data. All Monte Carlo plots hereafter will have 
POMPYT particle multiplicity (700MeV thr) 
30 20 40 0 10 50 
PYTHIA particle multiplicity (700MeV thr) 
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Figure 4.4 The two dimensional (LO vs. NCAL) multiplicity distributions for 
POMPYT (upper) with the hard gluon structure function aJid for 
PYTHIA (lower) after full detector simulation. 
been run through full detector simulation unless otherwise noted. 
Gap Efficiency 
We want to measure the fraction of diffractive dijets to all dijets, and compare to data. However, 
with the rapidity gap method we will not tag every diffractive event because some of the time a particle 
from the intereiction will spray into the rapidity gap region. This is the tail of the multiplicity plots 
shown earlier. To calculate the visible fraction of diffractive dijets to all dijets in order to be able to 
compare to data, we will need to correct for the efficiency of the method for tagging a pomeron, or how 
often the diffractive interaction will meet the criteria we defined for a rapidity gap. (This number will 
obviously vary depending on which rapidity gap definition we are measuring.) We call the efficiency of 
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tagging the gap the "gap efficiency", so /vUibie = /true x Sg^p. 
There are two ways that we could extract the gap fraction from the data. We could consider only 
events in the zero-zero multiplicity bin and have a moderate gap efficiency correction or we could consider 
events in more bins of multiplicity and have a higher gap efficiency for extracting signal with a lower 
correction. The gap efficiency has a large model dependence, so if we take the latter approach we will 
have a less model-dependent measurement. We do this by fitting over the non-diffractive multiplicity as 
well as the diffractive signal simultaneously. Our fraction then is the number of events in the signal fit 
divided by the total number of events. (See data section for a description of the fits to the multiplicity 
distributions.) 
To estimate the gap efficiency we add the POMPYT multiplicities for a particular sample to a 
background fit from the cinalogous data. (This does assume that there a comparatively few gap events 
left in the background fit.) A new fit is performed and the number of measured POMPYT events is 
extracted and compared to the original number cidded. The nominal gap efficiency is the number of 
events that we measure after the fit divided by the number of signal events. The fitting systematic error 
(only for the gap efficiency) is found by varying each bin in the background by a gaussian distributed 
random number times y/N. The new varied background is cidded to the POMPYT MC signeil and a 
new fit is done. .A.fter several iterations, the error is the RMS of the gap efficiency found. There is 
an additional systematic error based on the energy scale difference between Monte Carlo and data. In 
other words, the 150 MeV EM threshold required in Monte Ccirlo might actually correspond to 160 MeV 
in data. This error is based on the jet energy scale difference known between Monte Carlo and data (it 
is discussed later on in more depth in the ^ distribution), and it is approximately 13%. 
We should note that there is no difference in the Monte Carlo between the necir gap and long gap 
because the diffracted proton is assumed to remain intact -so the rapidity gap extends down to the 
beam pipe. In data the difference between the near gap and the long gap will be a measure of how 
much double diffraction occurs. Double diffraction is when the outgoing diffracted proton becomes 
excited and breaks into a low-mass state. Table 4.1 shows the gap efficiency for the heird gluons at 
x/s = 1800 and 630 GeV with the long and far rapidity gap multiplicity ranges for a forward and central 
jet Tj distribution. Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding 1800 GeV multiplicity distributions. As the 
rapidity gap is moved closer to the hard scatter, the percent of events in the (0,0) bin decreases, so 
the gap efficiency increases. A higher mass system can spread out and ruin a long gap easier than it 
can ruin a far gap. The gap efficiency also decreases when the jets are moved closer to the gap region 
from the forward jet to central jet systems. This is as expected since the hard mass system is closer 
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to the gap region. At y/s = 630 GeV there is less total center-of-mass energy and the gap efficiency 
is correspondingly higher. The multiplicity distributions at 630 GeV are shown in Figure 4.6. This is 
consbtent with the picture that at 630 GeV to get the same jet ET as at 1800 GeV, will require a larger 
momentum parton of the pomeron. So there is less energy available in the underlying event to spreeid 
into the rapidity gap region. 
1800 forward jets (far gap) 1800 forward jets (long gap) 
100 -250 H 
200 
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50 -E 
1800 central jets (far gap) 1800 central jets (long gap) 
Figure 4.5 The multiplicity for 1800 GeV hard gluons in the long gap and far 
gap for forward and central jets. The gap efficiency is higher (less 
spread out of the 0 — 0 bin) when the gap b farther away from the 
interaction region. 
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Figure 4.6 The multiplicity for 630 GeV hard gluons in the long gap and far 
gap for forward and central jets. As at 1800, the gap efficiency 
increases when the gap is farther away from the interaction region. 
Table 4.1 Gap Efficiency for hard gluons with forward and central jets at both 
center-of-mass energies. 
GAP REGION 1800 FORWARD 1800 CENTRAL 630 FORWARD 630 CENTRAL 
FAR GAP 74% ± 5% ± 10% 40% ± 4% ± 5% 85% ± 10%± 11% 49% ± 2% ± 6% 
NEAR GAP 61% ± 3% ± 8% 13% ±2% ±2% 65% ±9% ±8% 15% ± 2% ± 2% 
LONG GAP 60% ±4% ±8% 16% ± 2% ± 2% 63% ±4% ±8% 15% ±2% ±2% 
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The central jet events in general also have a pomeron that takes a higher momentum fraction from the 
proton, or a higher Requiring centred jets forces the pomeron momentum to balance the momentum 
of the parton from the other proton. The higher mass system that results has a larger spread and can 
potentially ruin more rapidity gaps, so the gap efficiency also has a dependence on the ^ tciken by the 
pomeron. Figure 4.7 shows the multiplicity distributions at 1800 GeV in four bins of ^ for central jets. 
The gap efficiency decreases as ^ is increased. The forward jets have a similar dependence, cilthough it 
is less pronounced than the central jets. Forward jets typically have a smaller ^ than the central jets, 
because a pomeron with less momentum results in a higher boost. Correspondingly, forward jets have 
fewer events at higher ^ where the gap efficiency worsens. The central jets have a strong dependence 
on the pomeron which is similar at 630GeV (not shown). Finding the ^ that is probed in data is 
important to measuring the proper centred gap efficiency. 
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1800 central jets (xi 0.97—1.00) 1800 central jets (xf 0.95-0.97) 
1800 central jets (xi 0.93—0.95) 1 BOO central jets (xi 0.90—0.93) 
Figure 4.7 The MC central jet multiplicity at 1800 GeV in bins of The gap 
efficiency decreases as the f increases. 
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Table 4.2 shows the gap efficiency for the quark. Sat gluon, and soft gluon structure functions. 
They show similcir behavior as for the hiurd gluon, but become increasing lower overall. The pomeron 
structure functions measured at HERA and CDF seem to prefer a structure function that is meiinly 
heird gluon. 
We should note that the gap efficiency with the two-dimensionzd method is less than the gap efficiency 
that we held previously done with a one-dimensional Real only distribution. Previously we had taken the 
gap efficiency as the first six bins in n^ai divided by the total number of events. In the two-dimensional 
method where the signal is fit to a falling exponential, only the first couple of bins are taken as signal. 
The two-dimensional method provides more information for the fits and significantly reduces the error in 
background subtraction so there is a strong preference for that method, even though the gap efficiency 
is lower. 
Table 4.2 Far gap efficiency for various structure fimctions with forward and 
central jets at both center-of-mass energies. 
STRUCTURE FCN 1800 FORWARD 1800 CENTRAL 630 FORWARD 630 CENTRAL 
HARD GLUON 74% ± 5% ± 10% 40% ± 4% ± 5% 85% ± 10% ± 11% 49% ± 2% ± 6% 
FLAT GLUON 66% ± 2% ± 9% 56% ± 5% ± 7% 70% ± 14% ± 9% 60% ± 2% ± 8% 
QUARKS 58% ± 3% ± 8% 18% ± 6% ± 2% 53% ± 9% ± 7% 25%± 11%±3% 
SOFT GLUON 23% ± 4% ± 3% 4% ± 3% ± 1% 11%pi7i8% ± 1% 4% ± 4% ± 1% 
(f distribution 
Differences in the gap efficiency are expected between the long gap and far gap. When the pomeron 
has more momentum, higher mass states can occur which spread out more in rapidity. These would 
spoil the long rapidity gap which is nearest to the jets, and as we move the edge of the rapidity gap 
farther away from the jets, more of these higher mass states would be allowed. Thus, when we study 
the far rapidity gap region as opposed to the long rapidity gap region, we are probing a slightly different 
state of the pomeron. This is cilso true when we look at forward jets and central jets. Central jets, which 
have no boost, tend to have a higher ^ distribution, so we are probing a higher momentum pomeron. 
Figure 4.8 shows the momentum distribution, of the pomeron for the hard gluon pomeron structure 
function with ET = 12GeV jets. (The ^ distribution without this jet ET cut is peaked at zero, but 
the jet requirements bias against low mass, or low states.) The momentum given to the pomeron is 
1 — rp, where Xp is the momentum freiction of the outgoing diffracted proton. The dashed line is the ^ 
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distribution if we require central jets and the dotted line if we require forwjird jets. The forward jet ^ 
distribution is peaked closer to zero, so that for most of the events the pomeron around 0.01% of the 
proton momentum. The ^ that is probed with the central jets is higher. Figure 4.9 shows the effect of 
requiring a long (dashed) or far (dotted) gap with forward cind centred jets. The effect of requiring the 
rapidity gap is that much of the higher mass states are excluded, and the far gap allows in higher mass 
pomeron states than the long gap. For the forward jets there is little difference between the long and 
far gap, so the gap efficiency does not change greatly. The central jet sample shows a larger difference 
and a greater effect. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 cire the corresponding ^ distributions at y/s = 630GeV. A 
similar behavior is observed except the distribution extends to higher values of 
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Figure 4.8 The ^ distribution for the hard gluon at 1800 GeV for all events 
(solid line) with 12 GeV jets. The dashed line is the ^ distribution 
if we require centred jets and the dotted line for forward jets. The 
^ region probed for the central jets is higher than for the forwcird 
jets. 
Although a higher value of ^ is expected at 630 GeV thzm at 1800 GeV to produce the same jet ET 
range, the range of ^ is much larger than would normally be expected in the Ingelman-Schlein model. 
The proton is expected to dissociate when it gives more than ~ 20% of it momentum to the pomeron. 
The pomeron dominated region is normally^ < 0.05 to ^ < 0.10, with large backgrounds from Reggeon 
exchange for ^ > 0.1. The pomeron ^ distribution at 630 GeV extends out to ^ = 0.2! To get a better 
estimate of the rates and the gap efficiency, it would be best to measure what ^ range is actually being 
probed in the data. 
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Figure 4.9 The effect of requiring a gap in the ^ distribution for forward and 
central jets with the hard gluon structure function at 1800 GeV. 
The long gap (dashed) restricts more of the higher mass events 
than the far gap (dotted). 
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Figure 4.10 The ^ distribution for the hard gluon structure at 630 GeV for all 
events. The dashed line is the ^ distribution if we require central 
jets and the dotted line for forward jets. The ^ region probed 
for the central jets is higher than for the forward jets, and overall 
higher them at 1800. 
In his paper, "Light-cone Variables. Rapidity and All That" [32], John Collins describes a method 
to measure the ^ distribution; 
EJT CV* (4.1) 
summing over the particles with the highest y and largest ET- The outgoing diffracted proton (or the 
rapidity gap) is defined to be at positive T]. This formula measures of the size of the rapidity gap. The 
particles that are of most significance are those that are closest to the rapidity gap. Those particles 
that are fcir away from the rapidity gap contribute very little to We first tested the formula's validity 
at pcirticle level. 
Figure 4.12 shows a plot of the calculated ^ compared to the true ^ given by POMPYT for that 
event. The error show^n is the RMS value from the corresponding two-dimensioned scatter plot. At the 
particle level all information is present, so we sum over the ET and T] for every particle with an \T]\ < 5.2, 
the viewable region in the detector. Shown is a hard gluon structure at 1800 GeV, and a line fitted to 
the distribution has a slope of 1.0 ±0.1, consistent with ^caic = ^true- Applying the same procedure for 
the quark structure and even an extreme soft gluon structure at 1800 GeV and the hard gluon structure 
at 630 GeV give similar results. This formula does not depend on the structure function of the pomeron 
or the center-of-mass energy. 
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Figure 4.11 The effect of requiring a gap in the ^ distribution for forward and 
central jets with the hard gluon structure function at 630 GeV. 
The long gap (dashed) restricts more of the higher mass events 
than the far gap (dotted). 
In data, or after full detector simulation, there is a more limited amount of information present. 
That we have towers instead of particles should not make any difference because we will be summing 
over all of the towers and it does not matter in the formula if we divide the energy of a particle into six 
towers or two. The limiting factor is the amount of information available in the data ntuples. The ntuple 
has the most information in the EM central calorimeter, which is zilso the most important. The energy 
for every central tower above 200 MeV is kept. The EM forward calorimeter has the energy in terms of 
whether the energy reached one of fourteen thresholds, from 0 MeV to l.OGeV. The minimum value of 
the threshold energy is assumed. The Hadronic cedorimeter has only has five thresholds with limited 
information smd since it is also fcir noisier, we decided to only use the EM calorimeter information. 
XI (Central Jets) 
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Figure 4.12 The relation between the true ^ and the ^  calculated using Collin's 
formula at particle level for the hard gluon at 1800 and 630 GeV 
and for the quark and soft gluon structure function. The slope of 
one does not depend on center-of-mass or structure function. 
Figure 4.13 shows a plot of ^caic versus ^true after full detector simulation, where the error is the RMS 
value from a two-dimensional scatter plot. Because only the EM calorimeter is used in the calculation, 
about half of the energy is missing -resulting in a slope of about 2.2 ±0.1 for every structure function 
and center-of-mass energy. As a double check, if we raise the EM threshold to 400 MeV, reducing further 
the energy that we include, the slope continues to increcise. In order to apply this correction to the 
calculated ^ found in the data, the distribution needs to be corrected for the lost energy. Adding the 
additional error for the energy scale difference between Monte Carlo and data gives the final error and 
correction to be 2.2 ± 0.3 (see [33] for discussion of this error and unsmearing). 
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Figure 4.13 At the Ccilorimeter level, the relation between true ^ cind the ^ 
calculated. Shown is the hard gluon and quark structure function 
at both center of mass energies. The slope is the same within 
errors in all cases, but it is higher than one because we are only 
collecting about hdf of the energy using only the EM Ccilorimeter. 
Event characteristics 
We have already noted one difference between POMPYT and PYTHIA events -the rj distribution 
due to the boosted POMPYT events, but there are other similarities and differences in Monte Carlo 
that should be ciddressed. Plotted in Figure 4.14 is the jets multiplicity, the jet width, the A<i> between 
jets, and the jet ET for POMPYT hard gluons (with a far gap) and PYTHIA (at 1800GeV). The 
POMPYT events (solid) tend to have fewer jets than PYTHIA (dashed), and they are also thinner and 
more back to back (steeper 64>). This is consistent with less overall radiation in the POMPYT events 
as expected from diffractive events. Figure 4.15 shows the same distributions at 630 GeV. It has similar 
characteristics jdthough not as dramatic as the 1800 GeV sample. 
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Figure 4,14 The aumber of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, and jet 
ET for the two leading jets in POMPYT hard gluon (solid) and 
PYTHIA (dashed) at 1800 GeV. The POMPYT events cire quieter 
and thinner, consistent with less radiation in the event. 
As shown in the Figures, the jet ET for the two leading jets is consistent between the difFractive 
events and the non-diffractive events along the entire region. These distributions in POMPYT axe for a 
^ < O.l at 1800 GeV and ^ < 0.2 at 630 GeV. If we restrict the momentum given to the pomeron, as in 
Figure 4.16 to ^ < 0.1 at 630 GeV, then the POMPYT jet ET falls away from the PYTHIA distribution 
at the higher jet ET- SO to match PYTHIA at 630GeV, the POMPYT ^ distribution needs to extend 
to at least 0.2. 
The event chciracteristics for Sat giuons with a far gap is shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 for 
1800 eind 630 GeV. The event characteristics for the flat gluon are similar to the hard gluon. Figure 4.19 
and Figure 4.20 show the event characteristics of the POMPYT quark structure function at 1800 and 
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Figure 4.15 The number of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, aaid jet 
ET for the two leading jets in POMPYT hard gluon (solid) and 
PYTHIA (dashed) at 630 GeV. 
630 GeV for events with a far gap. We compare the event characteristics for the soft gluon structure 
function with PYTHIA at 1800 (see Figure 4.21) and 630 (see Figure 4.22). Unlike the harder structures, 
the ET distribution does not match PYTHIA at either center-of-mass energy with a ^ < 0.1 at 1800 GeV 
and a ^ < 0.2 at 630 GeV. 
Diffractive rates 
Our diffractive rate measurement is the fraction of that diffractive jet events in em inclusive jet 
sample, or the fraction of diffractive dijets to all dijets. In Monte Carlo this is the same as the cross-
section measured in POMPYT26 divided by the cross-section measured by PYTHIA. At the particle 
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Figure 4.16 The jet ET distribution at 630 GeV for two leading jets restricting 
the ^ in POMPYT to less than 0.1. POMPYT (solid curve) fcills 
below PYTHIA (dashed curve) throughout much of the distribu­
tion. 
level, where generation is fast, we can examine how it changes with different choices of initial variables. 
Then we can also look at the rate predictions with detector simulation which will provide a more 
accurate prediction. At particle-level we use the dOpjet <iigorithm to find the jets, which simulates 
jet-finding with data. There is no reeil difference in rates, number of jets, or other variables between 
dOpjet and LUCELL. the internal PYTHIA jet-finding cone algorithm. 
Before looking at the rates, we must first look at the overall multiplicity of the events. If there is 
a large underlying event, then making jets is easier and if there is no underlying event, making jets is 
harder. There are two components to the underlying event. There is the interactions of the spectator 
partons in the proton with the spectator partons in the pomeron. These, following the D0 standard 
language, we will call spectator interactions. (PYTHIA calls them multiple interactions.) There also 
can be multiple hard interactions between another proton and antiproton in the same beam-crossing. 
.\11 of our data-sets are at low luminosity cind selected for single interaction, because cinother interaction 
on top of the diffractive intereiction czm ruin the rapidity gap. So multiple pp interactions will not affect 
the rates, but the spectator interactions can. 
The default version of POMPYT conteiined a bug producing far too many spectator interactions 
and many more jets, because the wrong underlying event distributions were used. We have corrected 
the bug, although with a diffractive event there is no reason to assume that there are any spectator 
intercictions with pomeron exchange. Although there is little difference in the rates with turning them 
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Figure 4.17 The number of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, and jet 
ET for the two leading jets in POMPYT flat gluon (solid) and 
PYTHIA (dashed) at 1800 GeV. 
on or off, we have them turned off in POMPYT because the overall event multiplicities were slightly 
high when comparing to data in regions without a gap. We required central jets and a gap on only one 
side. Then we compared multiplicities on the opposite side. The multiplicities were not very different: 
a me«m of 82 towers with underlying event and 76 towers without (far gap) comparing to a mean of 71 
in data at 1800 GeV. Conversely, the PYTHIA underlying event multiplicities were a little low using 
the same method but requiring no gap. The mean multiplicity in data is 164 towers and the meein 
multiplicity in PYTHIA is 145 towers. To bring the average multiplicity closer to the data, we added 
a little more underlying event (the mean number of towers is with a small emiount of added underlying 
event is 155). The parameters tuned in PYTHIA are PARP(82)=2.25 at 1800GeV and PARP(82)=2.20 
at 630 GeV. The PARP(82) parameter is the low-end cut-off for calculating the cross-section and it is 
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Figure 4.18 The number of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, and jet 
ET for the two leading jets in POMPYT flat gluon (solid) and 
PYTHIA (dashed) at 630 GeV. 
customary to tune. The lower it is, the more underlying event that is added. Tuning PYTHIA and 
choosing no spectator interactions in POMPYT actually htid very little effect on the rates with the 
POMPYT bug fixed. 
Table 4.3 shows the rates at particle level for severed different choices of input variables. (These 
rates do not include gap efficiency.) They are multiplied by a factor of two to compensate for only the 
antiproton being allowed to diffract in the POMPYT Monte Carlo. The central jet rates, as expected, are 
highly dependent on the input ^ upper bound. They also increase slightly when POMPYT underlying 
event is added. The next input parameters (epsilon, alpha, and dft2) are variations on the calculation 
of the flux -or how often a proton 'emits' a pomeron. The pomeron flux model by Donnachie and 
Landshoff [8] is given by 
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Figure 4.19 The number of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, and jet Er 
for the two leading jets in the POMPYT quark structure function 
(solid) and PYTHIA (dashed) at 1800 GeV. 
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Xp 
where 0 = 3.24 GeV~- is the effective pomeron-quark coupling. The standard pomeron Regge trajectory 
is given by 
a ( t )  =  l  +  €  +  a ' t  (4.3) 
where e ~ 0.085 and the slope a' = 0.025 are obtained by fits to world data. Variations shown in 
the table are beised on fits to data made by the CDF collaboration [34]. They cdso use instead of the 
proton form factor Fi(t) a falling exponential e""* which is the variation FT2. Other than the ^ of 
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Figure 4.20 The aumber of jets, jet width, delta phi between jets, and jet ET 
for the two leading jets in the POMPYT quark structure function 
(solid) and PYTHIA (dashed) at 630 GeV. 
the pomeron, the variation in input parameters do not change the predictions by a significant amount. 
The central jet rate for hard gluons is expected to be around three times higher than the forward jet 
rate for a ^max =0.1 cind about one and a hcilf times higher for a ^max = 0.05 Table 4.4 shows the rate 
predictions for the hard gluon, quark, flat giuon, and soft gluon at 1800 GeV (^ < 0.1) and 630 GeV 
(e < 0.2). 
That the central jet rate is higher than the forward jet rate seems counter-intuitive. Figure 4.23 
shows the jet rj and /jboojt distribution at ^ < 0.10 and ^ < 0.05 (7?6oo*t = Kief/ji + jefjfe)/2|) for the 
hard gluon structure function. The POMPYT ^ < O.IO distribution is only slightly boosted away from 
zero and the lower ^ distribution is boosted farther as expected. A low momentum pomeron colliding 
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Figure 4.21 Event chziracteristics for the soft gluon structure function (solid) 
at 1800GeV compared to PYTHIA (dotted). 
agciinst the proton will have a larger boost. Superimposed on the POMPYT V6oost distributions is 
the corresponding PYTHIA distribution. If we divide the POMPYT rj^oost by the PYTHIA rjboost 
distribution cind scale it by the cross-sections, we czin plot the fraction versus tjboost at generator-level. 
For a low momentum pomeron, the gap fraction rises with Tfboost due to kinematics. The central 
boosted jets for a low momentum pomeron has a large PYTHIA bcickground which decreases at larger 
boosts. At the same time, the POMPYT signal increases from the central boost to a more forward 
boost. If we make a cut requiring only both jets central or both jets forward, we are selecting only 
certain events out of those samples. In PYTHIA Figure 4.24 when we look at an »7boost less than one we 
have a large number of events where neither jet is central. Requiring central jets in PYTHIA cuts out a 
large number of events. However, since POMPYT is boosted and has no jets with an greater than 2.0, 
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Figure 4.22 Event chciracteristics for tfie soft gluon structure function (solid) 
at 630GeV compared to PYTHIA (dotted). 
requiring central jets cuts a far smaller amount out of the sample than with PYTHIA. For forwcird jets 
POMPYT and PYTHIA are both at the edge of the jet distribution, and they lose a similar fraction of 
their events when we require both jets forward. So overall, even though the fraction vs. boost increases, 
the fraction can decrease (and does) when going from central to forwcird jets. 
Table 4.5 shows the predicted rates after detector simulation. With full detector simulation the 
effect of jet rj and ET smearing as well as other detector can be taken into account to produce a better 
comparison to data. Except for the soft gluon, the central jet rate is higher thein the forward jet rate, 
and the rate at 630 GeV cire slightly higher than those at 1800 GeV. 
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Table 4.3 The predicted rates of 1800 POMPYT divided by PYTHIA at gen­
erator level for a hsird gluon structure function and different choices 
of input values. The errors shown ate binomial. 
INPUT VARIATION FORWARD JET RATE CENTRAL JET RATE 
1800 HARD GLUON < O.IO) 3.4% ±0.1% 8.6% ±0.2% 
1800 HG UND < 0.10) 3.6% ± 0.2% 9.5% ±0.2% 
1800 HG EPSILON < 0.10) 4.6% ± 0.2% 10.2% ± 0.2% 
1800 HG ALPHAP < 0.10) 3-4% ± 0.1% 8.4% ± 0.2% 
1800 HG FT2 < 0.10) 3.1% ±0.1% 7.8% ± 0.2% 
1800 HG E.A,F < 0.10) 4.2% ± 0.2% 9.3% ± 0.2% 
1800 HG < 0.05) 3.1% ±0.1% 3.6% ±0.1% 
Table 4.4 The predicted rates of POMPYT divided by PYTHIA at generator 
level for several structure functions at 1800 and 630 GeV. The errors 
on the fraction are statistical. All have a central jet rate higher than 
forward jets except for the soft gluon. 
STRUCTURE FUNCTION FORWARD JET RATE CENTRAL JET RATE 
1800 HARD GLUON < 0.10) 3.4% ±0.1% 8.6% ± 0.2% 
1800 HG UND < 0.10) 3.6% ± 0.2% 9.5% ± 0.2% 
630 HARD GLUON < 0.20) 5.7% ± 1.1% 12.4% ±0.5% 
630 HG UND < 0.20) 6.0% ± 1.1% 13.7% ± 0.5% 
1800 QUARK < 0.10) 1.7% ±0.1% 4.1% ±0.1% 
1800 QUARK UND < 0.10) 1.7% ±0.1% 4.4% ±0.1% 
630 QUARK < 0.20) 3.4% ± 0.8% 6.3% ± 0.3% 
1800 FLAT GLUON < 0.10) 4.0% ± 0.2% 7.5% ± 0.2% 
1800 FG UND < 0.10) 4.2% ± 0.2% 8.1% ±0.2% 
630 FLAT GLUON < 0.20) 6.1% ± 1.1% 11.4% ±0.5% 
1800 SOFT GLUON < 0.10) 8.8% ± 0.2% 3.1% ±0.1% 
1800 SG UND < 0.10) 14.3% ± 0.3% 6.2% ± 0.2% 
630 SOFT GLUON < 0.20) 13.0% ± 1.5% 2.9% ± 0.2% 
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Figure 4.23 The jet rj cind i76aa4t distribution for POMPYT hard giuon ^ < 0.10 
and ^ < 0.05. The higher momentum pomeron is only slightly 
boosted where the lower momentum pomeron distribution shows a 
definite boost. Overlayed on the r]boo»t distributions is a PYTHIA 
sample that is symmetric about zero. The last plots show the 
fraction versus rjboost for each distribution. The low ^ fraction 
increases with rjboost due the kinematics of the event. 
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Figure 4.24 The distributioa of jet 77 in POMPYT and PYTHIA if Tjboost < 1-0, 
and the effect on each with cutting on two central jets. PYTHIA 
loses a significant portion of events with the cut compared to 
POMPYT. 
Table 4.5 The predicted rates of POMPYT divided by PYTHIA after full de­
tector simultation for several different structure function choices. 
STRUCTURE FUNCTION 
1800 HARD GLUON < 0.10) 
FORWARD JET RATE 
2.8% ± 0.1% 
CENTRAL JET RATE 
7.1% ±0.1% 
630 HARD GLUON < 0.20) 5.4% ±0.1% 10.5% ±0.1% 
1800 FLAT GLUON < 0.10) 3.6% ±0.1% 6.2% ±0.1% 
630 FLAT GLUON < 0.20) 4.3% ±0.1% 10.1% ±0.1% 
1800 QUARK < 0.10) 1.5% ±0.1% 2.6% ±0.1% 
630 QUARK < 0.20) 4.2% ±0.1% 5.7% ±0.1% 
1800 SOFT GLUON < 0.10) 6.8% ±0.1% 1.8% ±0.1% 
630 SOFT GLUON < 0.20) 8.6% ±0.1% 1.8% ±0.1% 
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Monte Carlo Interpretation 
Monte CJITIOS based on the Ingehnan-Schlein model were the only useful difFractive Monte Carlos 
available until recently. Too late to be included in this thesis is a first Monte Carlo based on the 
soft color interaction model. This model assumes no pomeron dependence and explains diffraction 
with a non-perturbative color-cancellation mechanism. The preliminary running at particle level is 
encouraging, although much still needs to be done, and the Monte Carlo is still changing. Meanwhile, 
POMPYT. which is based on the Ingelman-Schlein model is a powerful tool for comparison to data, 
and the data Ccin either agree with the model's predictions, or reject the model. 
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 
We use two different data samples to provide iaformation on the number of jet events with forward 
rapidity gaps: iowlum' data at 1800 GeV zind 'Inr' data at 630 GeV, which are both at a low luminosity. 
With these we can measure how the fraction of diffractive dijets to all dijets changes in the different 
rapidity ranges and if it compares to Monte Carlo expectations. We can also compare the 1800 GeV' 
cind 630 GeV data fractions. 
There are two different triggers for each data set to study the forward and centred jet samples. 
With the forward jet analysis, the data were obtciiaed with a forwaird jet trigger (2 12 GeV jets with an 
|7;| > 1.6). For the central jet analysis, the data were obtained with an inclusive jet trigger (2 15 GeV 
jets) and we imposed an off-line T] cut (|i7| < 1.1). The ET threshold was higher for the inclusive jet 
trigger due to the online trigger thresholds used for these data. 
Data selection 
Events were selected with the following criteria: 
• 2 forward jets with ET > 12 GeV (V5.2 corrected) and [T;! >1.6 
(jets are defined with a cone radius of 0.7) 
• 2 centred jets with ET > 15 GeV (V5.2 corrected) cind |;7| < 1.1 
(jets are defined with a cone radius of 0.7) 
• Both leading jets passed standard quality cuts 
- 0.5 < jet EM fraction < 0.95 
- 0.4 < jet CH fraction 
- 10 > (Hottest Cell)/(Next-to-hottest Cell) 
• Only events with 1 vertex were allowed 
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• Total Missing ET < 25 GeV 
These events were corrected with the jet energy scale (V5.2), but no underlying event was subtracted 
from the jets in the sample. This is because the underljring event for difFractive events is much less than 
that of non-diffractive events. This has very little effect in our measurement. 
Table 5.1 shows the number of events passing each selection. The latter two cuts were found to 
be effective for rejecting cosmic ray events, which cire a source of background in triggers requiring 
czJorimeter activity while vetoing on the beam interaction tag (LevelO). 
One additional cut was applied to the inclusive sample; 
• Multiple interaction (MI) flag < 2 
This requirement is a loose veto on multiple interactions. An Mlflag value of zero means that there was 
not sufficient LevelO information to calculate the flag (hits on both sides are required). The veto triggers 
thus have a value of 0. X value of I designates that the event likely contained a single interaction. 
The effect of multiple interactions must be carefully considered in searching for a single diffraction 
signal using rapidity gaps. The presence of a second pp inelastic collision in an SD event will typically 
spoil any rapidity gap. And on average such secondary interactions will shift the particle multiplicities 
in events to higher values. Therefore we will pay particular attention to very low luminosity data where 
this effect is significantly reduced. 
In all of the samples, the hot cells are removed. The threshold for hot cells in this analysis is 
different than in most others, because "warm" cells with an energy of 200 MeV can affect the measured 
gap fraction. Since there are few runs, especially in the special low luminosity 1800 sample, we find 
these hot cells by simply plotting T)vs.<i> for every tower with an energy greater than threshold. Any hot 
cell in this distribution clearly shows as a spike because it is always turned on, and it is removed. 
Table 5.1 Effect of cuts on number of events. 
EVENT CUT 1800 FWD 1800 CENT 630 FWD 630 CENT 
TRIGGER 95728 152975 107544 955166 
2JETS, JET ET 88439 96458 63449 247787 
JET QUALITY 82769 90074 56524 222951 
VERTEX .MIFLAG 61074 65279 33685 155770 
CENTRAL VERTEX 56988 60064 30214 134051 
MISSING ET 56981 60055 30214 134039 
JET PLACEMENT(CEN) 56981 14008 30214 43575 
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Signal measurement 
For the forwcird jets anedysis, the number of forward calorimeter towers above threshold (UCAL ) 
the number of LO scintillator tiles hit is measured opposite the two leading jets. For the centred jets 
ainalysis (which does not have a preferred side for a rapidity gap), the minimum number of calorimeter 
towers above threshold and the number of LO scintillator tiles hit on the same side is measured. This 
is shown for the fzur gap in Figure 5.3 at 1800 GeV center of mass energy for the multiplicities over 
the entire sample as well as for a close-up of the lower multiplicity bins. Both distributions show a 
peak at zero in agreement with expectations for a diffractive signal component tind a large broad mean 
multiplicity pesik associated with non-diffractive events. The diffractive signal component in visible in 
both distributions, but for the central jets, the signal is a lower percentage of the total sample than 
for the forward jet sample. Figure 5.4 shows the same distributions at 630 GeV center of mass energy. 
They eilso show the same qualitative behavior, although the mean multiplicities ue lower in general 
because fewer particles are produced at a lower center of mass energy. 
Fitting 
Signals above underlying multiplicity distributions in the hard diffractive analyses are extracted by 
application of a two dimensional fit to the calorimeter and levelO multiplicities. Sample multiplicity 
distributions cire shown in Figure 5.1. The upper two plots show a calorimeter versus L0 multiplicity 
plot from the 1800 GeV single veto data set. In the bottom panels the projections onto the L0 zind 
calorimeter cixes are shown. Ezirlier versions of the analyses fit only to the one dimension NCAL 
distribution. A 'leading edge' fit was used to fit NCAL in <^he region between the low multiplicity peak 
and the most probable value of the multiplicity distribution. The fit was then extrapolated to zero 
multiplicity cind used as a beickground estimate for extraction of the diffractive signal. This proved 
unsatisfactory in some cases, because the extrapolation of the fit under the peak at zero multiplicity 
could show large variations based on the functional form selected. This motivated fitting the 2-D 
distributions. The 2-D dbtributions clearly contain more information, because they include information 
from two detectors. And the background distribution is nearly flat, making signed extraction significantly 
less dependent on the choice of functional form used to fit the background. 
In the 2-D fits both signsd and background are fit simulteineously. The background and signal are 
pjirameterized as 
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Figure 5.1 The muitipUcity distributions for 1800 GeV forward jets, the entire 
multiplicity, the lower multiplicity bins, and the projections onto 
the LO and calorimeter axes. 
ry' ry'  
B = BQ + B\ • I  xdx + B2 • I  ydy + B^ I j  xydxdy 
J X* Jy* Jx* Jy* 
and 
S = • f f exp(-x/Si -  y/S2)dxdy 
* *^2 Jx* J y *  
The S, 's are background fit parameters and the S,'s are signed fit parameters. The integrations are 
meant to illustrate that the function is integrated over each bin for comparison to the data. More 
complex background functions including high powers on 'x' and 'y' were explored. However, due to the 
relative Batness of the background distribution, they were not found to be necessary. 
The fit proceeds in two steps. First a region around the signal peak is masked out (typiceilly 2 bins 
in N10 by 3 bins in NCAL) and a background-only fit is applied to the background region. Then sill 
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parameters in the fit are freed and a (signal + bsu:kground) fit is performed. The parameters are found 
using a \- minimization where x~ is calculated by setting the error in esu:h bin to the square root of 
the number of fit events in the bin. This removes biases caused by using the data to estimate the error 
in each bin in cases of low background multiplicities. 
It is necessary to determine the upper limits on the fit. In some sense we still apply a 'leading edge" 
fit, because we do not expect any useful background information to come from the very high multiplicity 
regions, far removed from the signal peak. Also fitting over large multiplicity ranges greatly complicates 
the shape of the background function and can cause large biases in the background e.xtraction if the 
shape is being strongly constrained by data far from the signal. Since L0 multiplicities are generally 
small we choose an NL0 range to include most of the region up to the pecik in the l-D N[^Q distribution 
to maximize the information obtained from L0- The NCAL range is chosen by an iterative approcich. 
Initially the calorimeter range is set to the peak of the l-D NCAL distribution and it is successively 
lowered until the ^-'s of the fits are observed to reduce and reach a stable value. 
The result of a fit to the data in Fig. 5.1 is shown in Fig. 5.2. The top plots show the data without 
and with the fit (ranges are set to show the fit region). The middle two plots show the background 
and signal fits. The bottom plots show the fit residuals in a 2-D plot and the fractional residuals in 
histogrcim form. 
The signal is 5o, the number of signal events in the sample. The fractional signal is then SQ divided 
by the total number of events. The error on the signal is determined from a MINOS error analysis. In 
the event that MINOS errors are not available, the MINUIT parabolic error is used as an estimate of the 
signal error. The signal error (cso) reflects the uncertainty in the background fit as well as uncertainty 
in the signal normalization due to signal statistics. 
When we are fortunate enough to have very high numbers of events in the data, though we may 
obtain a reasonable fit to the eye, it is sometimes difficult to obteiin a fit where the x' per degree of 
freedom is sufficiently probable to ciccept the fit errors estimates from MINUIT. In these cases we scale 
the individual bin errors up byy^x"/dof), redo the fit, eind obtain inflated fit errors to cover apparent 
uncertainties in our background model. 
Table 5.2 shows the gap fractions obtained. In general, the 630 GeV gap fractions are higher than 
the 1800 GeV gap fractions, and forward jet gap fractions are higher thein central jet gap fractions. 
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the measured gap fractions for the nesur gap eind long gap at 1800 
2md 630 GeV. The near gap fraction is less than the far gap fraction because the rapidity gap region is 
moved closer to the hard scattering interaction where more rapidity gaps are ruined. The long gap region 
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Figure 5.2 The fit results for 1800 GeV forwsurd jets. 
includes the near gap except it reEiches farther out in pseudorapidity, including 4.1 < I7I < 5.2. This is 
another unit of rapidity onto the far end towards where the outgoing proton or antiproton is leaving. 
The signal is slightly less than for the near rapidity gap definition correspondingly, because some of the 
time the outgoing proton will become excited and break apart. From theory calculations [35], double 
diffraction where the diffracted proton breaks happens around 10% of the time. 
Now when we begin to move the rapidity gap farther from the two jets and keeping the farthest 
point the sjime, the frciction starts to increase. This meets qualitatively with expectations, because it 
is cillowing for higher mass states. When the pomeron has a large momentum, a larger mass can be 
produced which can spread out and potentially ruin more rapidity gaps. By moving the rapidity gap 
out feirther, less gaps are spoiled so our signal increases. 
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Table 5.2 Measured gap fractions for the far gap region for central and forward 
jets at both center-of-mass energies. 
EVENT SAMPLE FITTED FAR GAP FRACTION 
1800 FORWARD JETS 0.69% -1- 0.05% - 0.05% 
1800 CENTRAL JETS 0.23% + 0.08% - 0.05% 
630 FORWARD JETS 1.22%+ 0.10%-0.09% 
630 CENTRAL JETS 0.94% + 0.07% - 0.05% 
Table 5.3 Measured gap frtictions for the near gap region for central and for­
ward jets at both center-of-mass energies. 
EVENT SAMPLE FITTED NEAR GAP FRACTION 
1800 FORWARD JETS 0.54% + 0.06% - 0.06% 
1800 CENTRAL JETS 0.07% + 0.04% - 0.03% 
630 FORWARD JETS 0.67% -i- 0.09% - 0.08% 
630 CENTRAL JETS 0.32%-1-0.10%-0.05% 
Table 5.4 Measured gap fractions for the long gap region for central and for­
ward jets at both center-of-mass energies. 
EVENT SAMPLE FITTED LONG GAP FRACTION 
1800 FORWARD JETS 0.45% -1- 0.04% - 0.04% 
1800 CENTRAL JETS 0.11%-1-0.05%-0.03% 
630 FORWARD JETS 0.60%-H 0.07% - 0.07% 
630 CENTRAL JETS 0.25% + 0.04% - 0.04% 
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Figure 5.3 The 2 D  far gap multiplicity at 1800 GeV for forwzurd and centred 
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Figure 5.4 The 2 D  far gap multiplicity at 630 GeV for forward and central 
jets. Shown is for eJI multiplicities (left) as well as a close-up of the 
lower multiplicity bins (right). 
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Cross-checks and corrections 
The errors given in the tables are the combined statistical and the systematic errors on the fit. 
There cire potentially other systematic errors associated with dependence of the gap fraction on the 
initial cuts, the noise in the detector, as well as the thresholds chosen. 
Table 5.5 shows the gap fraction for the forward jets at 1800 GeV as a function of initial data cuts. 
The fraction is quite stable with all variations. All 'good'jets specifies that every jet in the event meets 
the jet quality cuts, instead of only the first two, and no 'good'jets removes the queility cuts on the jets. 
ET high and ET low vary the energy scale of the jets, and luml and lum2 divide the luminosity of the 
cilready low luminosity seimple into a high cind low sample. This seeirches for any systematics that vary 
with luminosity, such as residual multiple interactions. Cutting on the number of vertices equal to one 
is another cut to eliminate residual multiple interactions. At 1800 GeV we have a very low luminosity 
sample with an average luminosity of 0.2 x 10^°, but at 630 GeV we have a slightly higher luminosity 
sample (0.7 x 10^°) that could £illow in a few multiple interactions (see Figure 5.5). 
Table 5.5 Fitted gap fractions for the far gap region for 1800 forward jets, 
varying the data cuts applied to the Scimple. The frsiction is stable. 
DATA CUT 1800 FWD JET FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 0.69% + 0.05% - 0.05% 
ALL 'GOOD' JETS 0.69% -1- 0.05% - 0.05% 
NO GOOD' JETS CUT 0.69% + 0.04% - 0.05% 
ET HIGH 0.69% + 0.04% - 0.06% 
Et LOW 0.66% + 0.04% - 0.05% 
LUM 1 0.67% + 0.06% - 0.06% 
LUM 2 0.70% + 0.07% - 0.07% 
N VERTEX 0.64% + 0.04% - 0.05% 
Table 5.6, Table 5.7, and Table 5.8 show the variation in gap fractions for the 1800 GeV central jet 
sample tind the 630 GeV forward and centred jet samples, respectively. They all show similar results 
with a stable gap frciction with variations in data cuts. 
Unfortunately, cutting out events that have more than one vertex has a side effect other than 
eliminating residual multiple interactions. The vertex finding algorithm was tuned to find the primary 
vertex, not to find always the correct number of vertices. So cutting on events with one vertex also 
cuts out real events with only one interaction that have been mis-reconstructed as having two (or more) 
vertices. There is an over-efficiency in finding the vertex with the vertex-finding algorithm, or a vertex 
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Table 5.6 Fitted gap fractions for the far gap region for 1800 central jets, 
varying the data cuts applied to the sample. The fraction is stable. 
DATA CUT 1800 CENT JET FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 0.23% + 0.08% - 0.05% 
ALL GOOD' JETS 0.24% + 0.06% - 0.06% 
NO GOOD' JETS CUT 0.22%+ 0.11%-0.11% 
ET HIGH 0.22% + 0.04% - 0.04% 
ET LOW 0.25%+ 0.06%-0.05% 
LUM 1 0.19%+ 0.06%-0.06% 
LUM 2 0.24%+ 0.08%-0.08% 
N VERTEX 0.21% + 0.06% - 0.05% 
Table 5.7 Fitted gap fractions for the far gap region for 630 forweird jets, vary­
ing the data cuts applied to the sample. The fraction is stable. 
DATA CUT 630 FWD JET FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 1.22%+ 0.10%-0.09% 
ALL GOOD' JETS 1.22%+ 0.11%-0.09% 
NO GOOD' JETS CUT 1.22%+ 0.09%-0.09% 
ET HIGH 1.21%+ 0.09%-0.09% 
ET LOW 1.14%+ 0.11%-0.10% 
LUM 1 1.17%+ 0.16%-0.13% 
LUM 2 1.24%+ 0.13%-0.09% 
N VERTEX 1.11%+ 0.15%-0.08% 
Table 5.8 Fitted gap fractions for the far gap region for 630 central jets, varying 
the data cuts applied to the sample. The fraction is stable. 
DATA CUT 630 CENT JET FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 0.94% + 0.07% - 0.05% 
.A.LL 'GOOD' JETS 0.90%+ 0.10%-0.07% 
NO 'GOOD' JETS CUT 0.93%+ 0.08%-0.07% 
ET HIGH 0.92% + 0.09% - 0.06% 
Et LOW 0.95% + 0.08% - 0.08% 
LUM 1 0.94%+ 0.09%-0.08% 
LUM 2 0.96% +0.11%-0.10% 
N VERTEX 0.90%+ 0.06%-0.05% 
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Figure 5.5 Luminosity distributions for 1800 and 630 GeV. 
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faking rate. The gap fraction is the number of non-diffractive events over the total number of events, 
so if events with a rapidity gap had the same average over-eflSciency as zdl events, it would not effect 
the fraction. But events with a rapidity gap tend to be quieter and clesmer events, making it easier 
most of the time to identify correctly only one vertex compared to aon-diffractive events. The true gap 
fraction, including this vertex effect is: 
Gaptr»=.i„= = 55Pp^. (5,1) 
Totalevents/fT 
We use the 630 GeV centred jet sample to look closer at the vertex cuts. We plot the total number 
of events with only one vertex divided by the total number of events with one or more vertices versus 
luminosity in Figure 5.6. At "zero" luminosity, all events should have only one vertex, so the y-intercept 
should equal one. That it doesn't go through one is a measure of the vertex finding over-efficiency. From 
the plot for the 630 GeV central jet data sample the y-intercept, or ct is 0.920±0.002. Similarly, we can 
compare the number of gap events with one vertex to the number of gap events with one or more vertices, 
jmd find to = 0.953 ± 0.004. The corrected 630 GeV central jet gap fraction is 0.91% + 0.07% — 0.05%. 
In the 1800 GeV sample we did not need to make the Nuertex = 1 cut to eliminate residual multiple 
interactions (because of the low luminosity), but we applied it to be consistent with the 630 GeV sample. 
Since this entire sample is at very low luminosity, the correction is just the number events with only one 
vertex divided by the number with one or more vertices. This correction at 1800 GeV is 0.908 ± 0.001. 
The fraction of gap events with one vertex is 0.972 ± 0.003 making the measured forward gap fraction 
0.64% ± 0.05% . Table 5.9 shows the vertex efficiency for cill of the samples and the total correction 
required. 
We've also looked at several other possible sources of error, including residual noise and variations 
in background fit. Using the noise smearing found for the far gap, we can unsmezir the data easily and 
re-fit (see Figure 3.9). Figure 5.7 shows the multiplicites without noise for the far gap. The gap fractions 
found are 0.680.05% — 0.04 for 1800 GeV forward jets, 0.24 ±0.05 ±0.05% for 1800 GeV centrsd jets, 
1.25 ± 0.07 ± 0.06% for 630 GeV forward jets and 0.93 ± 0.06% for 630 GeV central jets. These are all in 
agreement with the fitted gap fraction. We also varied the four pcirameter background fit (a + frx-t-cy-f-
dxy) to a six parameter background fit to allow for more flexibility {a + bx + cy + dxy + ex- + fy^). The 
gap fractions found with the six parameter fit with the same fit ranges are 0.69 ± 0.05% for 1800 GeV 
forward jets, 0.23 + 0.07% — 0.06% for 1800 GeV central jets, 1.23 4- 0.09 — 0.08% for 630 GeV forward 
jets and 0.95 -I- 0.09 — 0.06% for 630 GeV central jets. Again, these are all in good agreement with the 
fitted four-parsuneter gap fraction. 
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Figure 5.6 The fractioa of events with one vertex versus luminosity in 630 GeV 
forward jets. 
Table 5.9 The efficiency of the vertex cilgorithm to find one vertex in a single 
interaction event for all events and for gap events. 
EVENT SAMPLE CT fG 
1800 FWD JETS 0.908 ±0.001 0.972 ± 0.003 
1800 CEN JETS 0.846 ±0.003 0.971 ± 0.008 
630 FWD JETS 0.945 ± 0.004 0.935 ± 0.004 
630 CEN JETS 0.920 ± 0.002 0.953 ± 0.003 
The gap fraction also should not be dependent on the particular choice of calorimeter threshold. To 
study any dependence, we choose two other sets of thresholds to re-measure the gap fraction, called 
THRESHl and THRESH2. In THRESHl, the electromagnetic calorimeter threshold is 200 MeV, the 
forward hadronic is 600 MeV, cind the last layer of the forward hadronic is 70 MeV. For THRESH2, 
the electromagnetic calorimeter threshold is 300 MeV, the forward hadronic is 700 MeV, and the last 
layer of the forward hadronic calorimeter is 100 MeV. Figure 5.8 shows how the average calorimeter 
multiplicity decreases for the 1800 GeV forward jets in each of the samples. If we use the same fit rcinge 
as for the standard threshold fit, the x' degree of freedom can move away from where it is stable 
-the fit range is too large. Table 5.10 shows the fitted gap fraction for the new thresholds where the 
\- per degree of freedom is stable. Table 5.11 shows the same fitted gap fractions for 630 GeV forward 
and central jets. The fraction is stable and is not dependent on choice of threshold. 
The last cross-check is to compare how the measured gap fractioa changes from the two-dimensional 
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Figure 5.7 The far gap multiplicity distributions for 1800 GeV forward jets 
with and without noise. The 0 — 0 multipicity bin is slightly higher 
without noise, but the signal extracted from the fit is consistent. 
Table 5.10 The fitted gap fractions for 1800 forward and central jets with dif­
ferent minimum thresholds for finding the calorimeter multiplicity. 
DATA CUT 1800 FWD FITTED G.A.P FRACTION 1800 CENT FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 0.69% -1- 0.05% - 0.05% 0.23% + 0.08% - 0.05% 
THRESH 1 0.73% -1- 0.04% - 0.06% 0.25% -1- 0.07% - 0.06% 
THRESH2 0.65%-1-0.05%-0.05% 0.27% + 0.07% - 0.05% 
fit from the one-dimensional fits. We fit the one-dimensional TICAL multiplicity to several functional 
forms, including a leading edge negative binomial (which in general fits multiplicity distributions very 
well) and a simple line. The signal changes on some samples quite dramatically between these two 
functional forms where a large systematic error needs to be added to the measurement. In addition, 
there is also an error attributed to when the fit starts and stops along the leeiding edge; there is an 
ambiguity in where the signal starts and where the background stops in the lower multiplicity bins. 
The two-dimensional fit solves these problems because there is more information avciilable. Figure 5.9 
shows the range of "good" fits to the far gap NCAL distribution using the negative binomial fitted 
to the non-diffractive distribution as well as a line. Integrating over the first six bins, the negative 
binomial extracts 484 events as diffractive for a gap fraction of 1.04% sind the line counts only 312 
events for a gap fraction of 0.67%. The fitted line contains approximately the same number of signal 
events as the two-dimensional multiplicity distribution. In the one-dimensional method we integrate 
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Figure 5.8 As the calorimeter threshold increases, the distributions shifts to 
lower multiplicity. 
over the first 6 bins of NCAL • Some of the "signal" events in the one-dimensional multiplicity are not 
considered "signed" in the two-dimensional multiplicity distribution because the number LO detector hits 
is too high. The gap fractions measured between the two-dimensional method and the one-dimensional 
method are consistent with the line at low multiplicity, jmd the two-dimensional method is lower than 
the average of the two types of fits. 
After examining various sources of error and performing cross-checks on the gap fraction, the only 
extra correction cuid source of systematic error is the vertex correction. The final measured gap frcictions 
are shown in Table 5.12. 
We can then look at ratios of these number. In the 630/1800 ratios, much of the gap efficiency 
dependence cancels, so it becomes more model independent. Table 5.13 shows the ratios in the data. 
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Table 5.11 The fitted gap fractions for 630 forward and central jets with dif­
ferent minimum thresholds for finding the calorimeter multiplicity. 
DATA CUT 630 FWD FITTED GAP FRACTION 630 CENT FITTED GAP FRACTION 
STANDARD 1.22%+ 0.10%-0.09% 0.94% + 0.07% - 0.05% 
THRESH 1 1.26%+ 0.16%-0-10% 0.95%+ 0.16%-0.09% 
THRESH2 1.25%+ 0.10%-0.10% 0.92%+ 0.10%-0.05% 
Table 5.12 The mecisured far gap fractions after the vertex correction. 
DATA SAMPLE MEASURED GAP FRACTION 
1800 FORWARD JET 0.64%+ 0.05%-0.05% 
1800 CENTRAL JET 0.20% + 0.08% - 0.05% 
630 FORWARD JET 1.23%+ 0.10%-0.09% 
630 CENTRAL JET 0.91% + 0.07% - 0.05% 
Table 5.13 The measured ratios of the far gap fractions. 
DATA SAMPLE MEASURED RATIO 
630/1800 FWD JET 1.9 + 0.2-0.2 
630/1800 CEN JET 4.6+ 1.2-1.8 
1800 FWD/CEN JET 3.2 + 0.8-0.5 
630 FWD/CEN JET 1.4 + 0.1-0.1 
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Figure 5.9 Fits to NCAL using a negative binomial and a line. 
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^ distribution 
Now that we have measured the gap fractions at 1800 and 630 GeV for forward euid central jets, 
we can confront the pomeron ^ that we are probing in each sample. is the fraction of the proton 
momentum carried by the pomeron.) We examine only the (0,0) bin in the multiplicity distribution to 
have a minimum of non-difFractive background. The purity of the (0,0) bin is 93.2%±0.4%, 84.2%±1.0%, 
89.8%±0.4%, and 86.2%±0.2% for 1800 forward jets, 1800 central jets, 630 forward jets, and 630 central 
jets, respectively. In each far-gap multiplicity distribution measured, we have only a couple hundred 
events with a rapidity gap. However, there is another trigger avsiilable that selects single diffractive 
events to provide a large sample to study. The single veto trigger (SV) requires no hits in either the 
nofih or south LO counters as well as 2 15 GeV jets, the same jet requirements as the inclusive trigger. 
With this trigger we can examine forward jets, central jets, as well as inclusive jets for those events 
with a far rapidity gap (no hits in LO or calorimeter). 
Figure 5.10 shows the ^ distribution measured with the SV trigger for 1800 GeV forward and central 
jets. The mean ^ with the SV trigger is consistent with the mean ^ measured with each sample 
independently. As expected, the pomeron ^ for the centred jets are higher them the pomeron ^ for the 
forwaxd jets. The jets are boosted if the pomeron carries less momentum. Figure 5.11 shows the same 
^ distributions for 630 GeV. Also, as expected, the ( at 630 GeV is higher than the ^ at 1800 GeV. 
To get the same jet ET as the 1800 sample, the 630 sample needs a Icurger momentum pomeron. The 
range of the ^ distribution, especially at 630 GeV is unexpected, though. Typically pomeron exchange 
is expected to be dominant for ^ < 0.1. 
The same figures cilso show the ^ distribution for the inclusive jet rj and the ^ probed in the entire 
Scunple. The ^ distribution extends to surprisingly high The highest ^ comes from the jets that are 
backscattered and are closest to the rapidity gap. There is also a small tail (not shown) that extends 
to very high This is from the non-diffractive contamination. 
Event characteristics 
We can also look at some of the other event characteristics of the data besides the ^ distribution. 
Figure 5.12 compares at 1800 GeV the number of jets, the jet width, the A<)i between jets and the jet 
ET distribution for gap events and inclusive dijet events with no 17 restriction on the jets. Figure 5.13 
shows a similar comparison at 630 GeV. In each case the gap distribution (dashed) is normalized to 
the inclusive dijet distribution. At both center-of-mass energies, the gap events have fewer jets than 
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the inclusive distribution. They are thinner and more back-to-back. This implies that the gap events 
cire quieter overall with less radiation. The difFractive dijet ET distributions also match the inclusive 
dijet ET distribution, even at large ET- If we compare to an inclxisive dijet distribution (not shown) 
where the underlying event is subtracted from only the inclusive distribution, it also shows similar 
characteristics. 
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6 INTERPRETATION 
With the Monte Ccirlo predictioos and the data measurements, we can compare how the [ngelman-
Schlein model fits the data. First we look at the rates folding in the gap efficiency to the Monte Carlo 
predictions. Then we examine the ^ distributions and other characteristics. 
Rate comparison 
Multiplying the gap efficiency for the hard gluon by the rate expected gives the Monte Carlo pre­
dictions in Table 6.1. .A.lthough the hard gluon and flat gluon event characteristics with a large ^ follow 
the data, the overall rates predicted by the hard and flat gluon structures are high, even after being 
multiplied by the gap efficiency. If the pomeron is only a hiird or flat gluon, this might be attributable 
to a normalization difference in the pomeron flux or a measure of the break-down of factorization. 
However, the problem is not just a normalization difference. The forward to central jet ratios are in the 
inverse direction from observed in the data. Table 6.2 has the ratios of the gap freictions for comparison 
to data. This means that just hard or flat gluons cannot be the structure of the pomeron. 
Unlike the hard gluon and flat gluon, the quark eind soft gluon pomeron structures predict a higher 
forward jet gap frjiction than a central gap fraction. The quark structure is also consistent with the data 
ratios and approximate rates, although there is a large error. The event characteristics for the quark 
structure function are similar to data, although the jet ET distribution begins to fall below PYTHIA 
at 630 GeV and larger ET- In contrast, the event characteristics of the soft gluon alone differ greatly 
from the data. The soft gluon jet ET fcJls below PYTHIA at both center-of-mass energies, and the 
soft gluon gap efficiency for the central region at both 1800 and 630 GeV is consistent with zero. This 
results in a predicted rate for the soft gluon central jets zero as well. 
Overall for the Ingelmzin-Schlein model to hold would imply one of two possibilies; that the pomeron 
has either a lju'ge quark component or a combination of soft gluon and something harder to be consistent 
with the data. If the pomeron is predominately quarks, that would mean that factorization is a good 
approximation in pp collisions because the rates are similar when compared to data. If the pomeron is 
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a mixture of say hard (or flat) gluons and soft gluons, the ratios could come out correctly depending 
on the mixture amount. Since soft gluons essentially produces no rapidity gaps with central jets, this 
would, when added to the hard (or flat) gluons make the forweird/central jet ratio greater than one. 
The diffractive rates would still be too high, implying (if this model is correct) either a break-down in 
factorization or flux renormalization. 
Table 6.1 The rate predictions for Monte Carlo after folding in the gap effi­
ciency. 
.VIC EVT SAMPLE HARD GLUON FLAT GLUON QUARK SOFT GLUON 
1800 FWD JET 2.1% ±0.3% 2.4% ± 0.3% 0.9% ±0.1% 1.6% ±0.3% 
1800 CEN JET 2.8% ± 0.5% 3.5% ± 0.6% 0.5% ±0.2% 0.1% ±0.1% 
630 FWD JET 4.6% ± 0.8% 3.0% ± 0.7% 2.2% ±0.5% 0.9% ± 0.7% 
630 CEN JET 5.1% ±0.7% 6.1% ±0.8% 1.4% ±0.7% 0.1% ±0.1% 
Table 6.2 The measured ratios of the far gap fractions for POMPYT structure 
functions. 
.MC EVENT SAMPLE HARD GLUON FLAT GLUON QUARK SOFT GLUON 
630/1800 FWD JET 2.2 ± 0.5 1.3 ±0.3 2.4 ±0.6 0.6 ± 0.5 
630/1800 CEN JET 1.8 ± 0.4 1.7 ±0.4 2.8 ± 1.4 1.0 ± 1.4 
1800 FWD/CEN JET 0.8 ±0.2 0.7 ±0.2 1.8 ±0.7 16.± 16. 
630 FWD/CEN JET 0.9 ±0.2 0.5 ±0.1 1.6 ±0.9 9.0± 11. 
The ^ distributions seen in data are substantially higher at 630 GeV than the ^ < 0.05 or ^ < 0.10 
rule-of-thumb ordinarily associated with diffraction. ^ > 0.01 is the Reggeon dominated regime. Even 
so. the POMPYT Monte Carlo does allow for such large but what its meaning in Regge context is 
unclear. 
In Figure 6.1 we compare the ^ distribution for nominal 1800 GeV data (solid line) and a POMPYT 
hard gluon structure (dotted line). They are similar in shape and width. The effect of the beickground 
in the data is to extend the tciil of the ^ distribution. Figure 6.2 shows the POMPYT hard gluon 
1800GeV forward jets (with a feu* gap), the analogous ^ distribution for PYTHIA 1800GeV forward 
jets (imposing a far gap), smd combining them with the same purity as in the (0,0) data bin. The 
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background has little effect on the ^ distribution because the purity is so high, but it creates a small 
tail of events at high 
We simulate a type of soft color interatioa by looking at non-difFractive data and calculate ^ the 
same way as for the diffractive data, except counting only the towers with an I??! < 3.0 (supposing color 
cancellation took place to produce a far rapidity gap). In Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 we measure the 
^ distribution at 1800 and 630 GeV for forward jets (opposite the imposed rapidity gap), central jets, 
and all jets (dashed line). The diffractive data ^  distribution (solid line) is smaller and quieter than the 
non-difFractive data even with an imposed rapidity gap. 
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Figure 6.1 The ^ distribution for 1800 GeV data (solid) and for POMPYT 
hard gluons (dotted). 
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Figure 6.2 The ^ distribution for POMPYT hard gluoa forwcird jets at 1800 
with a far rapidity gap. Shown are also the analogous distribution 
for PYTHIA imposing a far gap, and the combined distribution 
with the same purity as in the (0,0) data. 
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Figure 6.3 The diffractive ^ distribution (solid) for forward, centred, and all 
jets at 1800 GeV. Also ccilculated is the unnormalized ^ distribu­
tion for non-diffractive data (dotted), assuming color cancellation 
to produce a fax gap. 
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Figure 6.4 The diffractive ^ distribution (solid) for forwiird, central, cind all 
jets at 630 GeV. .A.lso ccilculated is the unnormalized ^ distribu­
tion for non-diffractive data (dotted), assuming color cancellation 
to produce a fcir gap. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
We have shown a class of events from inclusive and forward gap triggers used throughout the last two 
running periods. A selection of events with two jets and one forward rapidity gap shows the expected 
characteristics of hard single diffraction. The large sample of single diffractive data allows us to study 
this phenomena as a function of jet rapidity, transverse energy, gap definition, pomeron momentum, 
and center of mass energy. In the Ingelman-Schlein model, these data can be explained with either a 
dominant quEirk component or a mixture of hard (or Bat) and soft gluons components in the pomeron. 
Although the rates for a pomeron with a pomeron with a mixture of fiat (or hcird) and soft gluon content 
are too large, this may be due to the non-factorizable component (also called the survival probability). 
The observation of large ^ in the data, as well as large ^ required in the Monte Carlo to simulate 
the data, presents an inconsistency with the Ingelman-Schlein model. The pomeron structure and the 
Soft-Color Interciction model needs to be investigated more further. 
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